‘The Work is Yours’
By Br Tom Walsh

God works in mysterious ways and as the old proverb
says ‘it’s a bad wind that doesn’t blow good for someone’.
Well, how true this statement is. The 2003 Africa Project
group were all geared up, packed to the gills, oozing with
enthusiasm, biting at the bit to tackle the advertised
Kindergarten school for the one street, isolated, sleepy
town of Herero. Unfortunately three weeks before our
departure and the night before our last scheduled predeparture meeting I was informed from Ethiopia that
objections had been received from local Herero groups
and that we couldn’t proceed with the envisaged Kindergarten project.
Gutted, to describe my fears was an understatement, six months we had
prepared, begged, collected, borrowed and stole baby clothes, textbooks, biros,
medicine, medals, soft toys, sports gear, t-shirts and lap-tops, no way could I inform
the group of our dilemma. Volunteers had bag-packed, table quizzed, blind dated,
mountain walked, to name but a few fundraising methods, utilised local media, the
parish pulpit and newsletters, the local schools and organisations, was all their
efforts now to go for nothing?
On arrival in Adaba where we were staying on the first night, I plucked up the
courage to inform the volunteers of our misfortune of no project in Herero, seven
kilometres away, but that we would instead be building a youth Centre in Adaba
where we were situated. The response of our project group was tremendous. ‘We are
here, we came to build, let’s not waste time, let’s build the Youth Centre.’ From that
moment onwards we never looked back. Since it wasn’t an Irish Government-Aided
building we were able to design it ourselves and create what we desired. This
summer 2004, we finished the impressive building and opened it as a Church come
Youth Centre with six meeting rooms, the veranda becoming a stage and a full size
concrete basketball come volleyball/tennis court.
What joy at the official opening Mass to see Muslims, Orthodox, other Christian
and the local Catholic community unite in celebration the creation of the youth
centre. It has become the focal point of the entire locality. How wonderful to see
hundreds of youths of all denominations enjoy life and expressing themselves,
sharing, playing and living uniquely together. Sport has unified and entralled the
entire Adaba area. Thanks to the objections of the people of Herero, we were able to
stumble on a gold mine in Adaba. Now everyone can see us work, rest, play and
pray. Is there a better model to work out of? and it will reap dividends.
Three weeks into last year’s project, with a lot of background diplomatic
negotiations, the Herero objections were finally lifted, we were given authorised
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approval to commence the Kindergarten and we did so with venom. The exterior
wall foundations were constructed, but with the Youth Centre in full flight and the
same work force used for both sites, work was extremely slow.
2004 project saw us posted to the isolated village of Bucha to construct four
classrooms. Our first three days were heaven: a eight kilometre bone shaker lorry
journey to and from the site, clear open country, hospitable locals, mud huts dotted
everywhere, children swarm like ants to greet us daily, no shops, no school, no
factory, no road, no electricity, no tap water, no JCB or cement mixer. A timetrapped region, but our volunteers gloried in going daily, a sense of fulfilment and
oneness engulfed us. Bucha was special, unique in its frugality, yet holds huge
potential and the volunteers grasped immediately those attributes.
With the commencing of the rains (badly needed for crops) and lack of access to
the Bucha site we had to concentrate our efforts in completing the kindergarten in
Herero. Plastering and the roofing were undertaken and the excavation of the school
toilets, five meters deep, with pick and shovels only strengthened our resolve. But,
Bucha remains that special and sacred place in our hearts and we have a lot of
unfinished business there.
Construction is not our only forte, as eight volunteers laboured daily in the
classrooms. English language, especially grammar is always eagerly sought after. Our
teachers took on three English sessions daily, reaching over eight hundred students of
varying ages and maturity, armed with little or few educational aids. Children
flocked to class, punctual as ever, with no discipline problems, but with the serious
lack of accommodation and teachers. Many more willing students were
unfortunately turned away.
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The robe group immersed themselves completely in the Mother Teresa run
Orphanage at Goba. Between three and four hundred inmates reside here. Male and
female ranging from infants to the very old, from the blind, the lame, to the deaf,
from the physically to the mentally ill, from orphans to Aids patients. Either their
extended family can’t cope with their permanent affliction or society hasn’t the
facilities necessary to meet their needs they find themselves living out their days
peacefully and die with human dignity in the Orphanage. patch Adams wasn’t a
scratch on the enthusiasm, trickery and mischief that our volunteers got up to in the
orphanage. Armed with sufficient nail varnish, balloons and soft toys, our
volunteers’ laughter, danced, cajoled, washed, massaged and lifted the spirits of
those gifted and special people. The parting was emotional but memories linger and
plans are afoot to return.
Africa Project 2004 was a roaring success. Volunteers were open to learn, to
share, to value the beauty of life, to experience sheer love, to live among the poor, to
feel at home and at ease among strangers that now have become close friends and
household names. It’s open to others to experience, ya ‘YOU’ and it changes
everything forever. Why not venture out? It could be what you always wanted!
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Thank You
By Fr Tsehaye Alema

Now it is the fourth year for the Irish volunteer group to
come and work in Adaba. What makes this year’s
different project is that it is in one of the remote villages
called Bucha. The project of Bucha is the most challenging
one because of the bad situation of the road, water
problem for construction and luck of electricity. On the
other hand, it is most significant project because it is
being done in the village where there is no school at all. In
fact it was really difficult to go on foot crossing that
mountains and rivers resisting rain and mud of Adaba and Bucha. But good will
wins all the obstacles. There was nothing that could stop the volunteers from going
to Bucha and work. I want to thank, on behalf of myself and my people, Br Tom and
the rest of the volunteers for their strength and energy that they exerted for the
realisation of the project of Bucha. I want also to thank the Irish Aid and Irish people
for funding the project.
‘Love your neighbour as thy self.’ What is valuable in life is to mean something to
others. To mean something to others you need to give your valuable life (energy, will,
skill…) for the service of others. The volunteers who come every year and serve are
good example of this. They are help, love, care, trust and hope.
For this I thank you all. I thank everyone and each one who contribuited to
enable us make change.
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Meet the Group

Br Tom Walsh (Ker ry): Early riser with Good Morning
Vietnam renditions. Loved his orange, left his hair grow wild,
has a great eye for the last place on a bus. A basketball guru,
could handle a shovel, plans to go back.

Seamus Ó Conghaile (Galway): This native Irish speaker
drew everyone’s attention. When he was awake, he was
awake and when he slept, he slept. Lost all his money, his
hair and sense of direction. Saw Ethiopia as a ‘window’ of
opportunity. Fancies an occupation as a jockey. The rock
carrying champion of the group.
Ciara Culleton (Water for d): Loved
constantly walking in her wellies, setting a blistering pace.
kept her mosquito net close to her heart. Often needed a
good shoulder to lean on and got it. An enemy of Bus drivers.
A favourite with the kids and baby of
the group. Aah.

John Mark O’Lear y (Tipperar y): Michael Jordan of the
group, a horsey man at times. Second in the heavy rock
carrying competition. A fair man to sing. Joined the local
Herero Mafia and turned against his own and lost. His
ambition is to join Arsenal.

Rober t Halley (Water for d): The quiet spoken one, loves
Arsenal, got everyone lost at the Waterfall, often tried to spur
us on to greater things. His baby face was loved by all,
excelled at the quiz games, found that orange is not for him.
A real gem of the group.
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Maeve McGover n (Cork): The quiet mature one, a yoga
expert but kept it to herself. Ran wild at times especially in
the morning. A wonderful teacher who loved to read and
compose. Letter writing was an art, even when we were
supposed to be elsewhere. the mother of the group, always
the listening ear and the kind word, she gets the ‘Tony’
award.
Eimear O’Gor man (Carlow): A free spirit that hovered and
vanished, loved the early mornings while her culinary skills
surpassed all. Drifted into teaching from site work. Became
attached to more than her wellies, the only one with a half
day.

Marissa Ryan (Dublin): Unbelievable tidy and organised, this
Sudocreme expert splashed out on numerous occasions. Was
caught cooking once and not on her official day. Longed for a
dishwasher, never one to argue but showered with flowers
and hugs and kisses daily from her students. A great Dub!

Deir dr e McLoone (Donegal): This Donegal Catch baffled
everyone with her angelic voice and she could sing too. A
Mamma embracing teacher with the introduction of guns
and hammers in class (northern influence). Could fairly move
in those wellies. Lightening took her fancy. Loved to mime to
the locals, and never attacked Tom.

Diar muid McCar thy (Water for d): Locally better known as
Fashion Man, he has 53 reasons to go back. A trojan worker,
never threw water, hit, bruised or attacked anyone. (My arms
are destroyed.) a very poor fourth in the rock carrying
championships, but Oh, what a shoulder shuffle. A master at
the art and will give free lessons at a price!
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Emer McDonagh (Galway): The floorboards swinger, has a
heart of gold, vanished for a week but returned convinced a
gifted cook, loved the cab of the lorry, Mickey’s mentor,
reached out to all, a big hit with the locals, dangerous with a
shovel, kept the diary going.

Mickey Monaghan (Roscommon): The live wire of the
group, full of quips and energy, always full of fun. The inyour-face video man. Learned many new words, never spoke
of strange people back home, plenty of stories, never parted
with his Roscommon top. What a joy to have with us. Loved
by everyone.

Eamon ‘Hot Water ’ Scully: The Leader. Disliked group
meetings, fishing and brandy. Eamon’s ability to round up
school kids into organised chaos was unmatched. Had a
lovely wake-up call, which included a soft way with a brushhandle and some dulcet tones. He could be taken for a local if
it wasn’t for the yellow hat. Had a marvellous grasp of the
local language. Speaking Cork English, in slow motion,
seemed to work a treat, h.o.t w.a.t.e.r . An excellent Team
Leader, always keeping the Teams best interest at heart.

Imelda ‘Nelly’ Duffy: Imelda was a first time lucky card player,
as she had never played cards before. Had no time for searching
out Scarves in Addis, Robe, Gobe, Sheshemane Nazareth or
Awassi. Backing vocalist with the B Sharps. Ensured the group
was kept informed of the pub in Airfield, just to keep our minds
off the Guinness. Nelly came into her own during Monday
nights clean-up sessions, often requesting the kitchen. A heart of
gold, always there with time for everyone.
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Tony ‘Yellow Jersey’ Hogan: Managed to find the original
adult Barbie Bike and became Stephen Roche of the Bale
Region. Not too good on general knowledge or handy work,
but really tried. Brought light to some parts of the Robe
compound, and took some away. The balls behind the B
Sharps . Detested Coffee Ceremonies as much as cycling.
Played sounds from his Saxophone with real feeling, care and
harmony. Tony brought the same attributes to his work in
Ethiopia.
Sandra ‘Yeah Yeah’ Fay: If the Duracell Bunny ever keels
over, Sandy could be the only replacement. Would always be
first to bed and the earliest to rise. Not one for conversation
or sun and known as the quite one of the group, she was
never happier than being at the stove on food duty. Brought
Rave to the Bale Region. Sandy is most likely to open a quite
club in Ethiopia in the coming years, something in the line of
Spirit . Always carrying a smile that could easily light up the
Bale Region.

Niall ‘Nyala’ O’Donohoe: A dab hand at the odd bet. Paddy
Power could do with some guidelines from Niall. Loved early
evenings, mornings, milk, orange juice and tea. Seemed to
find a nap in the strangest of locations, even a moving Jeep
became comfortable. Not a very good card player, especially
Killer Beg Thy Neighbour?. Another member of the B Sharps
. Engine of the troop. Willing, lively and pushing an energy
that will live on with the kids of Robe and Goba.

Sinead ‘It’s Possible’ Fallon: Sinead kept the local
telecommunications in business as she formed a new
pathway to Father Baraki’s house on the way to the phone.
Not one for speaking her mind. Strong words softly spoken.
Hard to be restrained from the Castel, most nights. The only
member of the two groups to blah their way into first class
on the way home. Sinead is the best person around for
making things possible . An open ear, a kindness and a heart
as big as the Bale Mountains.
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Bar ry ‘Me Beak’ Rush: The new Spielberg and an overall
athlete. Barry scored some memorable goals and produced
crunching tackles as he left the footballers of Robe in his
wake. Some of those 8-year-olds will carry the scars for a
while yet. An obvious spy for Nescafe as he surpassed Tony
on the Coffee Ceremony visits, just. Quick reflexes, which
enabled him to dodge the odd spear. Never sleeps on planes
or after two Castels. B Sharp percussionist. Loved Ethiopia
and the kids were mad about him.

Domeneca ‘Soy Master ’ McRor y: Found it difficult to find
shade from the sun. Managed to help out with dinner on the
odd occasion but realised packet soup was difficult to cook.
Soy Sauce is over-rated. And so it is. Domi was winner of the
Jokeathon, by a mile. Very good sense of direction, which
became obvious in Heathrow, before we even got to Ethiopia.
Managed more hairstyles than Elton John, with the help of
locals. The soul of Aisha, Domi brought a freshness and smile
to the group and to Ethiopia.

Joanne ‘alicious’ Cussen: Jo took it upon herself to protect
the rest of the group from packs of wild dogs by pretending
to be more scared than anyone else. The dogs would sense
this and calm down, after an hour or so. Exuded energy
during afternoon sports. Added 'alicious' to at least one word
in every sentence. A volleyball professional. Disliked baseball
caps and speaking her mind. Travelled to Goba, on her own
time, on many occasions. Strong willed, kind and generous to
everyone with her time and amazing enthusiasm.
Gar ry ‘Gar ry’ Walsh: Shy and unassuming. Hated pigeons.
Took 407 pictures of Niall and then took a few more, just in
case. Garry s name rang out across Robe from day one. A
firm favourite with the locals and open to conversation with
all. They even named the local donkey-drawn taxi after him.
Disliked Castel, nearly as much as Eoin. Most likely to
succeed Berti and kick on for world domination. Another
founder member of the B Sharps . The voice of an angel, the
heart of a rhino.
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Roisin ‘Aay Ooh’ Burke: Learned about the ins and outs of
the Movie industry during her stay in Ethiopia. Her favourite
film star is Tom Cruise and unless he was in it, she wouldn’t
play it. Allegedly Roisin is an Archaeologist in the real world
and was in her element when the group visited Lucy, a 3.5
million year old hominid fossil (A wha?). Sure I’ve dug up
older chips in Waterford , I think that’s a quote. An infectious
laugh and another smile to equal our hosts. Didn’t want to
leave the place she gave so much to.
Eoin Walsh: A fine centre half on the soccer pitch Eoin was
more sought after thanWayne Rooney however it appears
that this was due mainly to his computer skills. Went on loan
to Adaba but was enticed back to Robe for more computer
work! He went to Heaven to fine tune his songwiting skills
consequently leaving the kitchen very untidy – not! A Rock in
any task he put his hand to, every group should have an Eoin
Walsh on board.
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Daily Review
Wednesday, 23 June: Assembled in Dublin airport at 1.00 pm. Sandra and Eamon
late – left for London. Lost Seamus and John Mark for a few hours. Flew the night to
Addis Ababa – stopping off in Rome. ‘Where do they go?’
Thursday, 24 June: Roisin’s bag was missing. Checked into our hotels, met up for
lunch – trying to leave Imelda behind! had a stroll around Addis, others went to the
Embassy. Watched Diarmuid and Mikey suffer a humiliating defeat with England.
Friday, 25 June: Br Tom, Maeve, Eoin, Eamon and Dee went shopping. Br Tom got
his dirty postcards! Went to see ‘Lucy’ – carried irons with the locals outside the
museum. Imelda, Maeve, Dee and Eamon went book shopping. Imelda decided to
try her luck with a local ‘tour guide’!
Saturday, 26 June: Travelled to Adaba/Robe today. Early start. Late night for others!
Stopped in Meiki, met the bishop. Stopped again in Sheshamane. Had lunch.
Beautiful views all the way to Adaba. Children were amazed by digital cameras.
Arrived to an amazing welcome. People had waited from 12.00 to greet us at 5.30.
‘What is your name?’ Put up mosquito nets and had an early night.
Sunday, 27 June: Up at 8.00 am for Mass. Really musical. Were welcomed by Fr
Sonny. Br Tom thanked the people for having us here. Rain ruined our planned walk
to Bucha. Nervous day for some as hurling/football results went unknown, Up the
Deise/Rossies.
Monday, 28 June: First day’s work for the slackers! Bucha was hard work but good
fun meeting people. Trip there in the lorry was luxury! Amazing there were no lost
lives. Saw monkeys on the way there – real ones not just the volunteers! Scimped on
the water – really regretted it. Teachers got to pass on their ‘knowledge’ to the Adaba
kids. First dinner cooked. Fantastic meal. All well impressed. Bob and Maeve.
Tursday, 29 June: In Bucha again – getting to know people good fun. Dee and
Marissa had an adventure in the post office. Much complaining!
Wednesday, 30 June: Mikey brought the camcorder to Bucha. Seamus test drove a
potential new purchase and horse. Diarmuid lost his hair no thanks to Marissa.
Seamus brought home Adaba Boy, the much fancied favourite of the Ethiopian
Grand National. Today fried meat, got a new lease of life thanks to Emer and John
Mark.
Thursday, 1 July: In Herero today. Really tested out the volunteers. Most passed –
while others were near passing out! Had a lovely rain shower to cool everyone
down.
Friday, 2 July: Herero again. Teachers had a going on holiday party and gave prizes
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to students. Enjoyed our night out in Adaba. Some native dancing. Late night. Ciara
starred as the Irish went undefeated against the locals in basketball.
Saturday, 3 June: Lazy day around the house. Most recovered from a tough week’s
work and the previous night. John Mark and Bob collected the stereo from Gaytu.
Most visited the crazy market.
Sunday, 4 July: Headed off to Hebbo Waterfall. Dee led the charge and Tom brought
up the rear. having been teaching on the compound all week, the teaching brigade
felt they were on parole. Making through the countryside was brilliant as it gave us a
feeling of what is happening on the land. Small boys herding goats and sheep. John
Mark followed Seamus’ lead by joining the Ethiopia Jockey Club, saddling Ebbo
Boy. Diarmuid, Bob, Micky, Marissa and Maeve had a dip by the Waterfall.
Vegatarians sold their souls and sacrificed three chickens in our honour.
Monday, 5 July: Marissa’s previously unflagging enthusiasm for teaching
floundered. Micky and Bob tracked back from site. Seamus and John Mark got to
hold Asnaka and mamas weapons. The quiz and card school commenced.
Tuesday, 6 July (1997 – Ethiopian time): Another wet and miserable day in Ireland…
sorry Ethiopia. For a minute there I forgot where I was. Marissa has decided to hire
Mamma and his rifle as teaching assistants and Dee has taken to carrying a hammer
to school with her. No work on site as there was no water. Went for a walk to see
Spanish apple trees!! Tom and Mikey walked to Ashas to deliver medicine for her
grandaughter in Bucha.
Wednesday, 7 July: Its a sunny day so far and the clothes line is packed with,
suprisingly enough, clothes! Mixed cement on site in Herero. A couple of downpours
in the afternoon. Our jeep died, despite our best efforts. Got the bus back to Adaba.
Now that the local teachers have left control to Dee, Marissa and Maeve’s hands,
mama has taken it on himself to speak army-camp-style to the students, probably
about our inability to strike or whack the students when acting up.
Thursday, 8 July: Eagerly
anticipated our lift to collect
sand
which
never
materialised. So the builders
were left to their own devices.
A game of football with grade
1 and 2, the physical game
ended 2-1. Other volunteers
caught up on some much
needed shut eye. The teachers
are still trying to cope
with a full day’s work. Some
encouragement
needed.
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Eimear has made somme sheet music with Gaytu. Another game of football. Ireland
3, Adaba 1. A boy from Grade 5 got expelled today because he accidently burst my
cement hammer! I am guilty of depriving him of an education, never mind having
him tried by jury. The hearing was in Amharic so I haven’t a clue what really
happened!
Friday, 9 July: John Mark, Ciara and Bob had an early start on Ethiopia’s answer to
Bus Éireann as they started their journey to Robe. They were dropped off 10 miles
from Robe and managed to get a lift in a hippy van for the rest of their trip. The only
people who did a proper day’s work were the teachers (as usual), but luckily they
finished up at 12 for a change – given the special occasion of going to Robe and all
that!. We hit the road at around 2 pm and arrived in Robe at 4.30 pm or so. Robe
was a far cry from the mud, mayhem and madness of Adaba. A good night was had
by all with music provided by Gary, Eoin and Niall, aka the B Sharps.
Saturday, 10 July: Another sunny day in Robe. Everybody did their own thing until
about three, i.e. catching up on sleep or shopping. We then made our way to the
orphanage – some on foot and
some in the jeeps. The Adaba
crew did not know what to
expect from the orphanage. We
were pleasantly surprised by
the condition of the orphanage.
The Robe team certainly have
their hands full dealing with
adults and children suffering
from physical and mental
problems. The nail polish went
down well and they were
delighted
to
see
more
‘ferengies’.
Sunday, 11 July: Mass was at 8.30 am and breakfast followed. We said our goodbyes
to Eimear Mac as she began her week in Robe and we welcomed Eoin into the
Adaba group. We left Robe at 2.00 pm or so and returned to Adaba to the sweet
sound of rain, thunder and squelching mud. Mikey, Diarmuid and Eimear O,
enjoyed a nice five and a half hour journey on the bus from Robe. Apparently it took
one hour for the bus to actually leave the bus station – almost as reliable as Bus
Éireann! Some crazy party people were at home in their beds at 9.30 pm, whilst
other stayed on for a few sociables!
Monday, 12 July: Witness/Ox-e-gen is now officially over – I wonder what David
Bowie was like? Eoin was rudely awakened by the journing in the lorry to Bucha I’m
sure. Eimear O started teaching KG 1 and 2 today with Marissa. Fr Sunny has also
arranged for 6 classes to happen in the afternoon – thus allowing a wider variety of
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grades to be covered as well as giving a larger number of people the opportunity to
learn. John Mark and Maeve are on kitchen duty today with some mutant potatoes –
can’t wait! Truck broke down. Tom tried to send us on a suicide mission. Went
dancing with the locals, Seamus was the best! Mama and John Mark killed a goat
and then ate it. We are doing the same tomorrow. The babes were sent to bed. I
blame Seamus. Who doesn’t!
Tuesday, 13 July: The builders went to Bucha to lift some rocks. A tough, hot day.
With no cars! Had to walk back to the compound. All tired when we reached Adaba.
Siz not Zag. Diarmuid persists in his attempts to massage Marissa ‘in private’! Best
he got was rubbing on some Vicks. Frustrated, he and Bob went to bed again. The
reign of terror continues… Marissa hasn not got a hairy back! Dee complained
about teaching again!
Wednesday, 14 July: Standard of cooking shot up a few notches as the Robe
infiltration ‘Eoin’, together with Seamus, presented a cordon bleu extravaganza.
Amazing bruchetta and delicious colcannon!! Emer has joined the teaching brigade
and is learning about our frustrations. Patience is required in bucketloads. Muchus
gracias boys. Went to Yamawark’s home for lunch. Warmth is always so humbling. A
hot day on site in Herero. Mixed two bags of cement. Ciara sneaked up on Fsshaye
having a shower. Tom decided to take it easy and went to Sheshamane for the day.
Thursday, 15 July: Ciara fell asleep on Fsshaye’s shoulder on the way to Bucha. Even
through the bumps and excellent driving of Stevie Wonder, it was a moment of care,
a touching momment… my arse is still in bits… If I was the costume designer for
‘Oliver!’ back home, I couldn’t dress up the kids in my class, as appropriately they
come bounding across the field towards the teachers, most of them barefoot and in
torn-tattered rags with an enthusiasm that I hope we’ll never take for granted. I’m
not looking forward to saying ‘goodbye’ as people become aware that we’re passed
the half way mark.
Friday, 16 July: Eoin, Diarmuid and Seamus left at 9 am to get the bus. However, as
no bus to Sheshamane would take them, the journey was more dramatic than
expected, needing to hire a lift to Awasa, eventually arriving in Awasa at 1 pm. The
Robe group turned up earlier than expected at 11 am. Treated to Dee’s super potato
gales but no cheese. Arrived in Awasa about 5 pm. Pizza! Returned to the hotel.
Eimear O passed (out) into her 24th year.
Saturday, 17 July: Most of us awaited the life washing facilities in Wendo Genet. Best
annual bath in years. Asaget decided to do a belly flop that didn’t work. Emer and
Mikey celebrate their 24th birthdays. Barry and Diarmuid did their bit to boost the
local economy.
Sunday, 18 July: Steam was seen coming from Tom’s ears. Waiting in Sheshamane as
a Taxi was got for 6. The long journey back to Adaba. Dee and Bob cooked spuds,
an early night for most. Happy Birthday Mickey. Up Mayo!
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Monday, 19 July: All happy to get to work. Got the weekend out of our system.
However, not much was done on site. Name games was our most productive activity.
Teachers moaned again – what’s new! An early night for most. A disaster as
Diarmuid describes it.
Tuesday, 20 July: Marissa and Eimear tempt faith by leaving a note for Tom to allow
them an extra hour’s sleep. ‘We’re teaching’! No chance! A better day on site. Began
digging a 20ft hole for septic tank for school. The girls helped plastering the walls.
Ciara was sick for the day. The Ethiopian cold continued to do the rounds. Fr Sunny
joined us for dinner. Requested for GAA results tomorrow from Shesh. But Tom says
no buscuits. Thanks Tom!
Wednesday, 21 July: With Fr Sunny going to Sheshamane, the builders left for
Herero in the truck. leaving the teachers continue their education of the young
Adaba masses. All except Marissa, who contracted a tummy bug. On site, the
gravediggers continued with the hole. Tom proud to be digging sand as four others
tackled the stone quarry. Eimear O meanwhile back in Adaba did her best to teach
the kids rounders, unsuccessfully. Cricket next maybe? The builders got covered by
flying cement, at Tom’s enjoyment, revenge is sweet! A good afternoon, complete
with a rain-soaked journey back to Adaba. Thank God for a hot shower. John Mark
and Seamus continued their protestant ways.
Friday, 23 July: So what’s new? Missed the early bus to work, but seized a garry and
trotted his way to the site. Top marks Diarmuid professed that he – Maeve would be
the dream team. Vis a vis the house cleaning/cooking duties. The dreaming part was
his claim as some or all of the daylight hours were in a horizontal dreamland, death
by lentils was the
decision, so we await the
result. Reporting on the
sick and the infirm – Dee
and
Marissa
have
succumbed to nasty bugs.
Their hospital trip was
eventful where privacy
was not an obvious
priority. Marissa was a
tad confused to have the
stetascope placed on her
arm. Brtukan, beauty
queen’s, arrival on site,
facilitated a few extra
breaks simply to rest of
course, nothing to do with having the chance to observe ‘poetry in motion’. Poor
Diarmuid missed this great appearance but his gently massage made up for it I think.
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Satur day, 24 July: Most slept in Saturday
morning as our ambitious plan to work soon
disappeared. Eimear O managed to escape
kitchen duties to join Maeve, Bob and three
locals to go to Heppo at 2.00 pm. The patients
continued their recovery. Tom paniced as the
trekkers returned in darkness from Heppo.
Saturday night was spent in Fr Sunny’s. A great
party with a mixture of Ethiopian and Irish party
pieces.
Sunday, 25 July: Most made mass for 8.30 am.
Maeve and Mickey completedly neglected their
breakfast duties. Seamus, Diarmuid caught up on
some sleep. Later Tom, Maeve and Ashanafi
walked to Bucha, got soaked. later all gathered in
town for dinner, which eventually arrived. Yes,
today I got to see the infamous Bucha. We
followed the German ‘Appian Way’. The African
countryside lures the eye past the open stretches towards the distant overlapping
mountains. Beautiful. The rain was pelting down and some are lucky anough to
stand under the shelte of an open fertilizer bag, others pull a wafer thin piece of
mateial over them. They call out greetings and many come just to shake hands and to
get a close look at those strange ferengies! The actual site in Bucha is like Phoenix
Park without the trees – a vast bald site. The only thing in evidence was the
foundation of four classrooms consisting of beds of huge rocks. We called in to
Asha’s house – a highly respected local whose beauty and long limbs, together with
her strong character gained her apparently the position of being photographed and
placed in calendars and geography books in Ethiopia. The whole place was so
spartan and basic. She is looking after her grandchild and one suspects he parents
may be the victim of AIDS. The child is very ill and with a bloated, heated stomach.
Tom advised to bring the child to the hospital. Mickey and Maeve managed to avoid
evening culinary duties by suggesting eating out. Meat for our once committed
vegetarians. Poor John Mark is ill so is lying low.
Monday, 26 July: A minor rebellion could have erupted today when Tom announced
that the committed teachers could continue to commit themselves to the heightened
education of Adaba’s students. Meanwhile the builders get to join in the Greek
Orthodox St Gabriel celebration in Herero. The legal arena that is as we witnessed
Tom abandoning Ciara and Emer on the road as he accompanied Brtukan (alias
beauty queen) back home. Poor Ciara is left with red super aching blisters. Just
before we sign off a quick reference to our gentleman Bob’s somewhat divided
loyalties. His claim that he doesn’t or didn’t break the kitchen plate as he focuses his
energy on breaking hearts. His grin has broadened this past week – we all feel for his
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obvious confusion and tough dilemma. What a shame Brtukan couldn’t catch that
horse for that long ride to Bucha. As for charting Diarmuid’s future career once he
steps back on Irish soil. We are racking our brains suggestions sway from local
lollipop delivery service to bouncer, telephonist, stripogram to guard – endless
potential. He keeps repeating ‘physio’ maybe this will be his chosen path.
Tuesday, 27 July: Ciara slept in as Tom cooked breakfast. Tom’s punishment for
Ciara’s blisters? Fair? Who cares? A good taste of breakfast. The builders returned to
the ‘hole’ which was getting a bit boring. However, we had a treat for lunch as boiled
potatoes were brought to site. John Mark completed his recovery! Rain brought a
halt to work in the ‘hole’ at 3.20 pm. The day ended with a game of Risk Wom By…
the teachers continued their good work. Is anyone getting fed up of Marissa getting
love letters from teenagers???
Wednesday, 28 July: The teachers were left with no liquid to sustain them
throughout the day, consequently Dee voiced their woes in no uncertain terms
culminating in Tom buying a decent amount of soft drinks, for once! Seamus
proudly showed his war wounds off to all and sundry. Bob’s women worries have
him all steamed up so he’s rather tetchy… avoid at all costs, he’s liable to outbreaks
of jealousy as seen on the previous page. But he rallied to make a heart-felt defence
of his future in-laws in a discussion between Marissa and Tom. Kibrab’s 7th
birthday. John Mark is gobsmacked that a child’s birthday includes men with guns
dancing till 3.00 am!!!
Thursday, 29 July: Second last day of taching for the girls, boo hoo. Maeve and Dee
go for coffee in Asinaka’s. The incessant playing of the organ in the church is so
painful it would make baby Jesus cry. Eimear prepares a romantic dinner for twelve,
complete with wine and flowers. Diarmuid is discovered as having a penchant for
Deridre Barlow.
Friday, 30 July: Marissa was delayed for class, the poor pet was drying her sheets
and mattress. Sure, God love her. Meanwhile everyone had a bit of drying off to do
after Seamus and John Mark’s resounding triumph in the third annual Herero water
fight. Marissa skipped off her cooking duties… the group was happy.
Saturday, 31 July: Maeve and Tom walked to Bucha and got caught in the afternoon
shower. The girls went to the market for fruit and veg. Eimear and Marissa went to
Mama’s for huge cups of coffee provided by lovely Buzw. Mikey and Emer had gas
problems, dinner was saved. The team verbally prepared for the basketball game
organised between a pre-determined 50% of our volunteers and the Ethiopians.
Eimear wonders why Seamus and John Mark are waiting for approval and
permission from the female population to make their own pink and fruity drink. We
divided our belongings to be given away into bags in the kitchen.
Sunday, 1 August: Today was the opening Mass in Adaba Church. In the Ethiopian
style, Mass began exactly on time! Ferengis were forgiven for any confusion as to
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their wherabouts due to the entire population of Herero descending on Adaba. True
to form the males and females were separated on entering the church much to Tom’s
approval. After Mass the great escape was planned and executed to perfection.
Breakfast was ordered in the tourist hotel to Sunny’s great distress. Search parties
recovered the ferengis and on our return the party commenced. Speeches were made
– most to the bewilderment of the ferengis. During the gift-giving, Bob made a
sombre and heartfelt speech which everyone appreciated. Mama and Abraham
auditioned for roles as bouncers in an Irish nightclub. Asnacka experienced the Irish
take on Amharic dancing much to his amusement/exhaustion.
Monday, 2 August: The lads took on the
local basketball talent. After extreme
training and thoughtful consideration,
the best five were sent out to play (the
only five awake!). Sunny played dirty
trying to take out John Mark and a few
others. Once the style of play was
established the Irish bloomed leaving
lasting memories of the game with Sunny.
Tom looked ready to explode with anger
at the biased ref. Irish flags bellowed in
the wind above faithful converts? Ciara
came on to win the game for the Irish in
the last few minutes. End result, Irish 36,
Ethiopians 21. After lunch all the team
cleared up the kitchen or at least Tom,
Maeve, Dee, Ciara and Emer Mac did.
We went to the tourist hotel for dinner –
there was some anger over the lack of chips. After dinner we took over Sonny’s
house once again. Coffee and speeches were on the menu and most indulged. A good
night was had by all, even though there was a sad undercurrent.
Tuesday, 3 August: Well the day we were all dreading arrived – time to leave Adaba.
After breakfast the morning was spent distributing last gifts, swapping addresses and
posing for one or two photos. Tears were shed all morning but on final departure a
few surprised us by breaking down – ninja, etc. Travelling to Dodola was a
nightmare. The roads had collapsed from the rain and were littered with stuck
trucks. Assighet very carefully got us through. We stopped in Kofele to visit the
Franciscan nuns and their swish pad. Stopped again in Sheshame for lunch and a bit
of a break. Stopped again in Ziway to visit Fisiah and his family. He had a lovely
spread organised and even supplied Holy Water to those in need of it. Shortly after
we stopped (AGAIN) in Meiki. Tom and Sonny felt the volunteers would be better
off in the bar than visiting the bishop. After much protest the volunteers agreed to
stay behind. Drove straight on to Nazareth then, being assured we were twenty mins
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away for the last hour and a half of the journey. Had dinner in an amazing hotel
before being informed we weren’t staying there. (As if we would be!) Got to our
hotel, unloaded the bags some went to bed and well some didn’t.
Wednesday, 4 August: Woken up at 7.30 am. We left at 11.30 am!! Headed to the
hot springs in Irish weather. As the rain eased all 24 assembled to enjoy the hot
springs. Some of the girls had a full body message. Marissa enjoying it more than
most. Tom beared near boiling conditions in the Turkish baths, being used to a
condition of increased heat due to Brtukan’s relentless presence, he didn’t suffer too
badly. The carnivores of the group gorge on the newly optional meat menu’s. Some
are known to have had steak sandwiches for breakfast! Good to see the spread of the
Catholic Church is unswaying in African culture! A red-faced Barry is spotted
behind bars, and araki is wholeheartedly approved of by the group, but possibly not
Tom or the hotel security men.
Thursday, 5 August: A grim morning, as in true Frankie style, the group is woken up
ridiculously early. Seamus puts up the face of resistance as usual. Some group
members are still a little ‘affected’ by the araki, but use the pretext of imminent
departure from Africa to excuse their red eyes. In the afternoon, some head for the
shops, some to an orphanage. John Mark models his new swords, unaware that he
will have to use them later on when besieged by a ginger beast trying to enter his
room via the window. Maeve’s birthday was entered in her top five most traumatic
experiences as an over-excited Tramore lout lobbed the gob at her when she was
expecting an innocent birthday kiss.
Friday, 6 August: time to go home. The usual early departure with an impromptu
round of applause and cheer for Seamus who sprang out of bed with a smile on his
face. A very teary goodbye with Asagate. The group will mourn his absence. Bob’s
collection of dirty videos and other party items are confiscated by customs,
including, to his horror, his ‘Silence of the Lambs’ torch. Tom was later seen trying to
‘retrieve’ them…
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Ethiopia’s Youth
By Ciara Culleton

And so it began!! There I was cruising into Addis airport,
somewhat apprehensive but also eager, curious and
determined.
Well what can I say – an experience of a lifetime. One I’ll
never forget and one I’d never want to forget. A surreal
experience, almost like a time warp, a bubble in my life
that I now must sometimes pinch myself into believing
that I was there. Looking back and reminiscing on the
experience a lot of images come to mind. However the
most striking memory for me was how amazing and
beautiful the children were – maybe this is because I’m self-admittantly not a great
lover of children. Even from the initiation meetings I was apprehensive, very
apprehensive as to how I would react having heard Tom’s stories of children fighting
each other to grab hold of us- touching us at every moment possible or screaming
our names or constantly asking us questions.
Having at last arrived my apprehension soon turned to joy. The children showed
me what amazing people the Ethiopians are. Everyday as we crossed the compound
you heard them shouting ‘what is your name?’ and even ‘Ciara what is your name?’
Later and always as we approached the school a mass of children would trudge, trip
and slop through the mud in their already torn and ragged clothes to grab every
opportunity to touch or communicate with us!
On the way to the building site in the lorry galvanised doors would open almost
simultaneously and peering heads would shout our names then with beaming smiles
they follow us until their little legs could take no more.
On site, children barely walking but always barefooted would hang around the
site all day. Brook would mind our bags patiently all day long in exchange for some
sweets. Over the six weeks I got to know and love the children on the site in Herero
intensely and regarded them as my friends. Everyday they entertained us teaching us
new Amharic or Oromo words in exchange for the same in English. If we were
struggling with our work on site they would be the first to run to our aid. Their
eagerness to help was stunning. These children shared everything with their friends
and family. Give them some sweets or a packet or biscuits and they would make sure
their brothers/sisters and friends would not go without. This generosity was so heartwarming, it is no wonder the Ethiopian are well known for their friendly kind
nature. These children have grown up with nothing. They are lucky to own a single
set of clothes and a single pair of shoes yet their outlook on life is so positive unlike
the insatiable children I’m more accustomed to at home. You wouldn’t find any
Ethiopian child crying about their wants, needs and more wants.
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The children of Ethiopia are as children are meant to be, loving, caring, innocent,
naïve, generous, content, friendly and happy. The Ethiopian people and children
indeed have a harsh life yet their love, generosity and energy are greater than any
race I know. The constant struggle to live has enabled a real sense of community and
family – a sense of community that we have lost in Ireland over the generations. One
of the most heart-breaking things about coming home was that so many parents
begged us to take their children with us to what they perceived as a better life. If it
were possible, I would have brought them all home, squeezed there little lithe bodies
into my rucksack.
I went to Ethiopia with only a sense of what I could give but I have returned with
so much more. Now I walk the streets of Ireland and I see our black community in a
different way. Their most striking feature isn’t that they are of a different colour. For
the first time I can see their eyes, their hair, their features. A barrier has been broken
and I thank the Ethiopian people and in particular the wonderful children for this
truly amazing experience.
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‘What’s Amharic For…?’
By Barry Rush

Br Tom first mooted the idea of travelling to Ethiopia
when I worked briefly in De La Salle, Waterford a couple
of years ago. Enthusiastic as I was about the idea, at the
time I had to work over the Summer so would not get the
chance to travel. Through my sister Aoife (who travelled
to Ethiopia last year), the idea gestated in my mind for the
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last year. I roped in a couple of my friends to travel with me and for the six months
prior to departing in June, we collectively drove our friends to distraction by
continuously harping on about our impending trip. Now, 5 weeks and counting
since we have returned the subject of Ethiopia is no further from our lips…
To write about your experience in Africa is very difficult. I have developed my
photographs and somehow they seem not to capture my time there; I have edited a
camcorder film that again falls short of encapsulating the six weeks; my article no
doubt will be similarly inadequate. My best advice to anyone who intends to travel is
to go and make up your own mind…
My preconceptions of Ethiopia were completely wide of the mark. I had seen the
television pictures in 1985. I imagined vast swathes of desert. The reality is some of
the most beautiful landscapes you can imagine. There are arid regions in the Rift
Valley and tropical forests interspersed among alpine mountain regions. While Tom
and Eamon treated us like kings (…and queens) it was the hospitality and generosity
of the Ethiopian people that was so affecting. It is a truism that the people who have
less in this life give more.

I found Ethiopia enthralling, exciting, inspiring and depressing all in one. The
people have huge potential and juxta-posed with this is the lack of opportunity of
reaching this potential. The students I taught were hugely enthusiastic. 5 year olds
would sneak into the back of my class just to get a peek at what might be happening.
On my first day the agreed number of students per class was 40. Three weeks in and
the figure was steadily climbing towards 60 or 70. The students were anything from
5 to 13 (all in the same class). My other experience of working was in the orphanage
in Goba. The orphanage was the home of children, mentally ill men and women,
physically disabled people and every type of infirmity. Throughout it all was a
community spirit of giving the like of which we in Ireland can only aspire to. While
the people are looked after in terms of food and shelter, their intellectual needs are
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not always catered for. The Sisters do massive work with what they have and
hopefully this deficit will be redressed when the kindergarten school is completed.
When you travel in Africa as an Irish person you are automatically a VIP. You
become the centre of attention. When Tony got his hair cut in a local barber (to the
blaring music of Michael Jackson) his photograph was taken and promptly
festooned up on the wall. There is no such thing as being inconspicuous
there…When Eoin and myself played football we were excused any mistimed or
overly committed lunge by virtue of being ‘firengies’ or foreign. It is a place unlike
you can imagine. It is also a place that is facing mammoth problems of the kind that
you and I will never face but it is doing so with a great dignity.
I made many friends in Ethiopia. The twelve people I spent my six weeks in Robe
with were, to a person, exceptional. Thanks to all of them. Ethiopia helps you to
appreciate what you have. The fact that I have an opportunity on these pages to tell
of my experience is something that many generations of people in Ethiopia have not
and will not get. On our last night in Robe, Fr Beraki urged us not to forget them. I
could never and would never forget them.
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Mighty Ethiopia
By Eoin Walsh

It’s taken me weeks to try and put words down and
prepare this piece for the Africa Project 2004 booklet.
Every time I’ve tried, too many places, events and
happenings cloud my train of thought. Too many amazing
memories, people and friends I want to mention. Too
many experiences to write about and give the time and
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space each one deserves. So I will take this opportunity to say thanks, from the heart,
to everyone who has made this experience for me and ensured it will remain with me
forever. A number of people have asked me to recall my most memorable moments.
But, honestly, there are so many. Possibly, some day, I will collect all my thoughts
together and put words to my amazing time and travels in Ethiopia. Or if you throw
me a few pints, over an evening, the tongue may wag and all will flow…
I can say that every cent and every donation was utilised in the best way possible.
It’s the beauty of this small charity. All efforts are concentrated on small rural areas.
Results are almost immediate. The Building Projects are almost complete for 2004.
Words cannot describe the effort made in the Goba Orphanage. Maybe words are
not good enough. A place I often think of… The Teaching skills our group brought
will enhance all those students we encountered. The overall humanitarian work was
Trojan.
Firstly, I would like to stress to anyone thinking about getting involved with the
Lasallian World Projects, to please do so. Contact Br Tom and you will begin the
process of getting deep into a life changing, life giving opportunity. Ethiopia is full of
beauty and packed with generous, kind and helpful people. But there are dangers
which come with a country, economy and social differences that may, perhaps, only
be found in Ethiopia. Be prepared for roughing it and learning on your feet. Each
day will bring something new and something that may test you to extremes. If you
are willing, open, giving and have a sense of adventure, then Ethiopia Project 2005
will bring you a lifetime of memories. I was humbled by the adventure and my eyes
were opened to a new world that needs our help and determination to ensure it
continues to rise among the nations of Africa. Ethiopia will be mighty, once again,
but it will take time.
Our group numbered 24 volunteers from every corner of Ireland. Each one
carried with them individual talents. Each one prepared to work hard and offer their
time. And everyone, I believe, found talents within themselves that could only have
emerged in such an environment as Ethiopia. I have the greatest of admiration for all
my colleagues. Even through the odd bad day, as a group, we continued to work on
and get the job done. Every member of Africa Projects 2004 has made a lasting
impression on me and I am proud to have been among them and I know our
friendships will last as long as the memories… Thanks for everything.
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Good, Better, Best.
Don’t Give Up Until,
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yet. Thank you.
Ta Mo Chroi I Mo Bheal.
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Being Without You
Seeing the sun in your smile, its heaven.
Catching the sun in your smile, its heaven.
Feeling you close into the night, pure heaven.
Knowing you re there if I slide, heaven.
Being Without You
Learning to laugh out loud was easy with you.
One touch, one look, one chance to be near with you.
I m ten foot tall when you walk in a room,
In heaven girl, that’s where I found you.
Seeing the sun in your smile, its heaven.
Catching the sun in your smile, its heaven.
Feeling you close into the night, pure heaven.
Knowing you re there if I slide, heaven.
Being without you wakes your soul in me.
Your touch, your look, your sense is all I need.
The day will come when you will answer my tune.
I heaven girl, that’s where I found you .
Seeing the sun in your smile, its heaven.
Catching the sun in your smile, its heaven.
Feeling you close into the night, pure heaven.
Knowing you’re there if I slide, heaven.

Eoin Walsh, Ethiopia 2004
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Ethiopia… ‘Not a bad auld spot’
By Mikey Monaghan

Our experience in Ethiopia throws all my initial
perceptions of Africa out the window. Going there I
believed that there was nothing but poverty and yes
poverty is rife, but I did not expect such a rich and distinct
identity or a race of people who are not only (and rightly
so) proud of an extraordinarily diverse culture but are
also friendly, helpful and loyal to each other. These
qualities I hope I have learned during my time in Adaba.
Thankfully I was lucky enough to enjoy my six weeks
with eleven firengies who are equally as distinct and
diverse from the fashion man’s dance routine, to Deirdre’s teaching methods to
Ciara’s nature talks.
Going out to Ethiopia people told me it would be an experience, it certainly was
but it was more than that, it can help put life in to perspective. What I saw as
problems before now seem trivial in comparison to how people in Adaba and
particularly Bucha appreciate what they have and don’t fret upon the items they do
not have.
Ethiopia is a country that in just six weeks can teach you some very important
lessons about life. It has taught me to never judge a man by his pocket, always expect
more when you see less and to never forget the friendships (Asaget you crazy
Ethiopian) made in the most amazing country I have ever had the privilege of
visiting.
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Memories of Ethiopia
By Imelda Duffy

On 26 June 2004 I left Dublin and took a leap back in
time to an age and a world that is different in every
conceivable way to our Green Isle. I had no concept of
how this journey would affect me and my future. It was
an experience that will live in my memory never to be
erased. I was blessed with the opportunity to forge new
friendships that last across oceans.
It started at home with my lecturer Teresa Browne who
started me on my incredible journey and to her I am
eternally grateful.
A roller coaster of emotions lay ahead of me as I stepped off the aeroplane in
Addis Ababa. Uncertainty loomed as I walked through the streets of the capital and
initially I felt pangs of self doubt and worry, but I came to contribute what I could
and as we left the city and saw the children crowd around our jeep flashing beautiful
smiles my confidence grew ten-fold. It was without doubt the children of Ethiopia, in
all their innocence that gave me hope for what lay ahead.
On our arrival In Robe I proudly witnessed first hand the successful projects that
had been completed in the Catholic compound by project workers who had been
before me. However my confidence ebbed as my thoughts projected to the
introduction to the orphanage the following day. It was the first orphanage I had
ever encountered and naturally enough anxiety preceded this visit. This seemed the
general consensus in the camp.
On our first morning in the orphanage we were greeted by a very jovial nun who
welcomed us with open arms and impressed us all with her motherly nature and firm
leadership qualities. Sr De Grassio was a woman with whom we developed an
instant bond of trust and friendship. She encouraged us to work as a team,
combining all our individual strengths to help the people of the orphanage and help
us to work in harmony. The people of the orphanage touched our hearts, each one in
their own unique way and they created lifelong memories. Their resilience was an
inspiration and their smiles melted our hearts. It was a joy to see the happiness that a
used Christmas card or a bottle of nail varnish could bring to the children and adults
of the orphanage. It taught me a valuable lesson on what’s important on this
materialistic world.
The feeding station was an eye-opener as we watched hundreds of people,
ranging from the young and fit to the old and feeble, flock in to collect their rations.
It broke our hearts watching the hardship that they have become so accustomed to.
On a lighter note, I have many happy memories that can still make me smile. It
was a wonderful feeling on our final week, to gain permission to bring the people of
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the
orphanage
outside
the
compound for a walk in the country
and a picnic. It gave everyone a
chance to appreciate the simplicity of
life, from the coffee ceremony held in
a field, to watching a child enjoy the
luxury of a bottle of coke. It was a
day of smiles, of sharing and of
laughter and that day crowned my
six weeks in Ethiopia.
I also want to take this chance to
thank Team Robe for their
friendship
and
support.
As
individuals we all contributed but as
a group we made a difference.
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‘Is it Possible?’
By Diarmuid McCarthy
Back in Ireland gives time and an ‘Irish’ perspective to
reflect on an amazing six weeks in Ethiopia. What a
difference a few thousand miles and a month makes. On
leaving the compound on that final morning at the start of
August the sadness and solemn atmosphere lay heavy in
our hearts, locals and volunteers alike. Looking back
though this sadness just explained the impact of the end
of such an incredible six weeks. While it was an end to the
time we had as part of Africa Projects 2004 hopefully this
will prove to be a pathway to a long lasting connection
with these people who gave what they couldn’t afford and who provided so many
valuable lessons on what’s really important.
Without the trivial worries that surround and smother us at home these
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wonderful people live without ego and
with a community spirit that only first
hand experience can fully describe.
Days full of smiles, waves, handshakes,
hugs, laughter and hard labour on the
site made for a stay that exceeded my
preconceived notions.
Reading previous booklets and
talking to previous volunteers still
didn’t fully prepare me for the warm
welcome which was maintained
throughout our all too brief stay. This
lesson in real human nature within
such a simple lifestyle came from
everyone from the very young to the
old. People who struggle to live from
day-to-day and where even mild
diseases and sores carry such a threat.
Whether it was the workers on-site
with whom real camaraderie and
teamwork defined everyday. Or as we
travelled to the site on the back of the lorry the smiles and waves from the smallest
kids standing outside their gates to the elderly making their way to market. And the
warmth of the people working in the compound with the simple games played and
jokes shared together. All this and more despite only sharing six weeks with these
truly amazing people.
Living amongst the Irish volunteers also helped to make this such a special time.
Sharing stories, opinions, laughs and the tough times with a group all pulling in the
same direction was a learning and growing experience.
I feel so lucky to have been given the chance to see this different and special way
of life, so a sincere thanks to Br Tom for the opportunity he gave me as part of this
years group. Also, being able to help in the small way in which I did made Adaba
and Ethiopia a time I’ll never forget and revealed a people that will always be with
me.
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Just a Glimpse
By John Mark O’Leary

I remember Br Tom showing us slides of Ethiopa during
meetings leading up to our trip. At the time I was excited
and filled with anticpation but I know now that mere
pictures, or for that matter this small piece could not hope
to express the lasting impression Ethiopa and its people
leave on those lucky enough to have the expierance.
Despite the oppressive poverty, the people retain an innate
dignity and nobility of character which amazes but which
can only be truly appreciated through encounter. While I
could show you a picture of us walking the side road to
our compound, with its rough, broken stoned surface, I can’t impart to you the
genuine warmth in the greetings we got from one and all along that road. And while
I could show you a picture of the rolling hills of Robe, with itsancient commanding
trees, cactus hedgegrows, troops of horses and the small circular huts dotted along
its landscape, the picture pales in comparrison to its real life beauty. I came away
from Ethiopa with innumerable images indelibly printed upon my memory,
hundereds of little details that pop up every now and then to put a smile on my face,
not least those of my fellow volunteers. I’d never before been to a country where to
be white was to be different. For the first time in my life I felt conspicuously
different, the forgiener, the ‘firengie’, but at the same time I’ve never been made to
feel so welcome, so looked after, so at home.
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Kumbayaaaaaaaa, My Lord!
By Garry Walsh

Ethiopia. It’s a word that a lot of us hold as almost
synonymous with poverty. Connotations of starvation,
famine and drought. 20 years on from the disastrous
famine of 1984 and Ethiopia is still in extreme poverty,
one of the world’s 3 most impoverished nations.
Furthermore, after the bad rain season experienced while
we were there, there are increased threats of famine. But
after spending 6 weeks in Ethiopia, my mind no longer
sees those traditional images of Ethiopia. Although
poverty and suffering was everywhere, I think not of
barren land, but the green fields, brown roads and lush mountains of the Bale region.
When I think of the people I think of the beautiful smiles, the welcoming arms and
the innocent children. Ethiopians have so little, yet I’ve never met a more warm, rich
and generous people. People we knew and worked with would invite us into their
homes, (usually half a mud built house with a corrugated iron roof and no windows)
for coffee ceremonies, giving us large portions of food and insisting on us taking the
only chairs they had. These humbling experiences exemplify the nature of the
warmth of these people.
For my 6 weeks in Ethiopia I worked in the orphanage in Goba, a home for
orphaned children, mentally disabled, physically disabled and the sick. The children
were starved of stimulation; many of them would listen to the simple beep on my
watch for hours. Others would hang off of you all day, just glad to get some
attention. Often we would bring gifts which they would go crazy for, balloons,
bubbles and nail varnish being their favourites. Even old men would love to get their
nails painted! We would also play sports, do reading, games and first aid. The
patients lacked even the most basic of health care and often we were able to do a lot
just with simple basic medical supplies. We also massaged the physically disabled.
It was hard not to get attached to friends made in the orphanage. Each orphan had a
heart wrenching story to tell. Alemsethai was a 22 year old blind girl, abducted at the age
of 4. She was abducted by street gangs to make her beg on the street. They blinded her so
she would make more money. She was eventually rescued and brought to the orphanage.
She is a remarkably positive, intelligent and funny person, and a good friend. Michael
was a 13 year old boy whose mother died and whose father was imprisoned for
murdering a neighbour. A very quiet and withdrawn boy, after a few weeks of attention
from the volunteers he began to open up. The friends and connections made working in
the orphanage will be something that will stay with me all my life.
In the afternoons we ran a summer camp at the school in Robe. I had the joy of
teaching music class. Ethiopian children are hard enough to control in normal class,
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so you can only imagine the frenzy and anarchy of music class! The children loved to
sing Kumbaya, and no matter how many other songs we taught them, every day they
demanded Kumbaya! They were a joy to teach and when they weren’t misbehaving
or busy laughing at my name (Garry means ass and cart in their language!) we had a
lot of fun.
Two days of the trip particularly stand out for me. The first was when we
participated in helping out with running a feeding station. In the station we
distributed a bag of grain to over a 1000 people in the surrounding area who were
badly impoverished. The grain came from foreign aid agencies. Given that this year,
according to the UN’s World Food Program, some 11 to 14 million Ethiopians face
severe food shortages, it was great to be helping in the distribution of this badly
needed food. The second day was when we organised a picnic for over 30 of the
orphans. They rarely got to leave the orphanage, and some of them had even never
left it. To bring them out to the surrounding beautiful area for a day out was a
wonderful experience.
I’d like to say a huge thanks to everyone who contributed in my fund raising for
this trip. Cheers to those who helped out the BBQ, especially Noel and Helen, Betty,
Suzie and Nadie. Thanks to Dara Sheehan and Renko for playing at the gig. Thanks
to Oatland’s College and Primary, and to all the shops in Dun Laoire Shopping
Centre who donated prizes for the table quiz. A huge thanks to my parents for their
hard work, guidance and support. And cheers to Ruth Mullan for introducing me to
the projects.
I’d like to thank the group for making the 6 weeks such an amazing experience.
I’m very lucky to have made such great friends. Kudos to Eamonn our fearless leader.
And a massive ‘amessa gnalo’ to Br Tom for making it all possible and giving me the
opportunity to go on this trip. Finally, a thank you to all the people of Robe and
Goba who welcomed us into their community.
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Speech is Silver, Silence is Golden
By Deirdre McLoone

Trying to think of a starting point for this has proven to
be the most difficult part of my Africa experience so far.
No, if I said that I’d be lying. Seeing someone cry and turn
away from me because of the embarrassment they felt
because I had given them something as simple as a
raincoat, was more difficult. Small things mattered. A
handshake, a hug, a bit of chat and craic. Such simple
gestures meant the world, and now looking back on the
whole experience I cherish such moments and realise how
much I took them for granted.
When stuck in the thick of school life in Adaba, one craved five minutes of
personal space or time away from the madness of over zealous pupils shouting, ‘Dee,
what is your name?’ (Imagine complaining about over zealous pupils!) Being a
secondary school teacher by trade, I am more than aware of keeping a professional
distance from pupils. However, such boundaries did not exist in the school life of
Adaba. From pulling the coarse, dark hairs on my arms first thing in the morning, to
the countless hugs, to pinching my milky white skin to see it change colour-these kids
were non-stop with their affection and enthusiasm. At times, I have to admit, I
wished that they would stop, that they would give my milky, hairy body a breakgive me some space. How I was wishing my time away. The warmth, friendliness and
wonder of these children was short lived in the six weeks I spent in Adaba. It is only
now when I am back in the thick of my own school, that I reflect upon and pine for
those moments that I thought would never end. Live each moment. Take it in.
Remember it, as it will be gone before you know it.
Listen to me getting all sentimental. On a more practical note, dare I say it
cynical, here are some handy hints for future volunteers. As a member of the Adaba
team, I was lucky enough to live in a region where the weather was like Ireland on a
good day with torrential rain from 3-6pm! You could set your watch by it. As a
result of this, the ground did become somewhat muddy. Wellingtons and old clothes
came to the foreground of fashion in Adaba, Ethiopia. As I wear such clothes
normally, it was no problem for me adapting to Adaba’s Spring/Summer collection
2004. However, as ‘some’ rather disgruntled volunteers mentioned in conversation,
at no point were we told to pack our wellies! Tom/Frankie’s response was, ‘They’re
too big, too heavy and I told you, you could buy them in Adaba anyway.’ (To be said
in a fierce Kerry accent!) I had my doubts! I think Tom/Frankie did not want to let us
know what we were letting ourselves in for regarding the climate, in the event that
volunteers who took part in the Project merely for a tan, would pull out!!!!! But
then, that’s just a theory.
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As for the 2005 volunteers, you are fortunate enough to find yourselves in the
warm and sunny climes of Robe. (Fortunate in terms of weather, Adaba rocked apart
from the weather!) Pack plenty of sun cream and bikinis, that goes for the women
too, ‘cos that’s all you’ll need! Of course these will only be used between times of
work! Mosquito nets are a must here also. Ask Tom/Frankie where he got his for
Adaba 2004! Make sure it is well secured from day one, as you do not want to have
any drunken stumblings involving yourself and said mosquito net during the night,
as Tom/Frankie takes great pleasure in not only seeing it wrapped around you at
seven in the morning, but calling you loud and clear in dyslexic alphabetical order is
another of Tom/Frankie’s sadistic pastimes. Ear plugs are a must for packing if you
are not a morning person, as Tom/Frankie attempted renditions of ‘Good Morning
Vietnam’ Robin Williams style, in a bid to arouse us for the day’s work ahead! In fact
scrap the ear plugs, Tom/Frankie’s voice would probably make them seize up and
jump out of you ears and hop onto the first plane back to Ireland, leaving you to face
work with Tom/Frankie’s dulcet tones beckoning you on!
Speaking of work-work is what you do. Don’t be under any illusion that it’s
going to be a holiday. The whole experience was intense overall, regarding work, rest
and play! Despite this ‘strain’ if you can call it that, you soon forgot it when you
gave yourself a kick and saw what you were surrounded by. The standard of living
for the people of Adaba did not dampen their spirit or friendliness. The warmth they
had for us was expressed in numerous ways. Locals who were fluent, expressed
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themselves eloquently and yearned for conversation in the English language. Other
‘conversations’ were a little more muted-all picture and no sound on both parts.
Communicating through the medium of mime was more personal, more rewarding
and at times, more entertaining; one had to make up some sort of action to convey
the idea of ‘Ireland-teaching-Adaba-volunteer’. All very confusing-sooner or later
one hand action made do for a multitude of words!
Coffee ceremonies were another means of socialising with the locals. It gave us a
real insight into their way of life as well as showing us how hospitable the people of
Adaba, Ethiopia were. But the one part of my experience that will remain close to
my heart, are the times I sat on Sunny’s doorstep, having a smoke, gazing at the stars
in the black of the night, with dogs barking in the distance and Asnaka the security
guard for company. ‘Salam’ and ‘Ciao’ were the only words we spoke as he could
not speak English and I could not speak Amharic. By night time, energy levels for
‘charade conversations’ were at an all time low. These moments that I shared with
Asnaka are the most poignant for me as I felt on our departure that we had built up
a silent friendship from our moments on Sunny’s porch. The proof was in our tears.
Thank you Ethiopia and thank you Tom for a truly wonderful experience.
Sponsors for Adaba 2004
Downpatrick Third World Committee; De La Salle High School, Downpatrick;
Conal Kelly Car Accessories, Letterkenny; Charles Kelly Ltd, Letterkenny; John and
Mary Gormley, Centra Foodstores, Letterkenny; Magees Pharmacy, Letterkenny.

‘eh oh, eh oh’
By Sinead Fallon
It’s difficult to know where to begin to adequately
describe the wonder that is Ethiopia. On arrival your
senses are bombarded by sights, sounds, smells and
extreme cultural differences, not to mention the toilet
facilities. It’s an art form in itself learning how to pull
your trousers up and down at the same time.
The journey to Robe while it was long and arduous
provided an ideal opportunity to take in the many
changing landscapes that make up Ethiopia. It can vary
from lush green to arid in forty winks if you’re lucky.
I find it impossible to find the words to describe what Ethiopia meant to me. . In
general the common perception is one of famine, war and an arid unfriendly place. I
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uncovered an Ethiopia that is possibly one of the friendliest places I’ve been to.
While working in the orphanage I was lucky enough to participate in a feeding
station which handed out rations to hundreds of people. These people have
practically no material goods and just enough food to survive on however they are
quick witted and their smiles are easy, warm and very open.
The orphanage consists of individuals with learning disabilities, elderly, disabled
and Aids patients but even the children who are in dire straights always spare a
thought for others and will guild you by the hand to assist another worse off than
themselves. I definitely got more from Ethiopia than I put in, it restored my faith in
humanity and reminded me that people are what’s important not all the rubbish we
get caught up in in this part of the western world.
Acknowledgements
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Land of Hope and Dreams
By Robert Halley

23 June 2004, leaving Ireland to begin a journey to
Ethiopia not knowing really what lay ahead of us.
Arriving in Addis Ababa the next morning leaving what is
a new modern airport, the culture shock was immediate,
from the traffic, beggars, street ‘houses’, Ethiopians
carrying out their day as normal, a bussling African city.
Group bonding began with lunch followed by a short
walk around the streets of Addis, where we got the chance
to view the poverty close up, my first enlightening
experience. The following day after a good nights sleep
we ventured out for more of the sights, sounds and smells of the Ethiopian capital.
The highlight being at the Natural History Museum, where Lucy the first human is
kept. Tom dared myself and Eoin to help the locals carrying out some work around
the museum. (With the men seemingly in a supervisory role over the impressively
industrious women.) We offered our assistance; curious over the response we would
receive. It turned out to be my first indication of the fun and sense of fulfilment I
would experience in Adaba, to see the locals laugh and smile at our attempts to help.
Leaving Addis for our long journey to our home for 5 weeks, the town of Adaba.
Eventually arriving some ten hours after our departure the welcome we received by
the Adaba community was enough to fully revive any a weary traveller. Settling into
our new home over that weekend and trying to make the most sense of the warmth
of the welcome, which was endless. A welcome not restricted to the first few days
but was the norm during every day of our stay in Adaba. The children particularly
warm your soul with their
smiles, laughter, questions and
energy.
Working on site in Bucha
and Herero, is a wonderful
experience. The work rate of the
locals is impressive and in many
ways you feed off their energy.
The hoards of children that visit
the sites each day make working
a joy, learning the local
language and their joy when
you pick up words here and
there. With the older kids those
who are eager to learn English,
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after a bit of encouragement to speak with them you appreciate their intelligence and
eagerness to better themselves in a hope of a better future for themselves and there
family. Therefore it is impossible to avoid a sense that the work you carry out
building a school, will help the children laughing and smiling around you to give
them the opportunity to improve their life in the future.
Leaving is tough, as the days race by and the time where you must leave comes
ever closer, you realise not only how lucky you have it at home but also how lucky
you are to experience these people. In Ireland we have the reputation for warm
welcomes but the warmth of the welcome we received was unforgettable.
In truth the above doesn’t begin to convey my thoughts of those six weeks, for
what you experience is impossible to put into words. It is however an experience that
I will never forget.
Acknowledgements
Br Tom for giving me the opportunity to experience Ethiopia, to the rest of the
volunteers all adding to a fantastic six weeks, to my parents Bill and Avril, my
brothers Ed and Col and my sister Janet, the Halley Family, Marese Prendiville, Dr
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Soya Sauce is Over-rated!
By Domeneca Mac Rory
My time in Ethiopia is ultimately for me indescribable. I
can honestly say that I have never been loved so
unconditionally, in my whole life before. What you gain
as a volunteer through the experience and interaction
with the locals truly outweighs the benefits that we could
ever bring the people of Ethiopia.
We live in what we call a civilised world with all our
worldly possessions, surrounded by wealth on all sides.
However in my eyes Ethiopia is a far wealthier country
but not in this conventional sense!
From start to finish the warm embraces, the genuine smiles, strong handshakes
and continuous laughter that you encounter is truly profound. All of which, in the
western world seem to have been replaced by a desire for success and anonymity. For
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as long as I can remember I have wanted to visit Ethiopia, and the experience for me
went beyond all my hopeful expectations.
Those happy endless days were filled with multitudes of emotions both happy
and sad, all I hope will keep with me for the rest of my days to come. My exceptional
journey was to share in the daily lives of some of the strongest and most generous
people, I believe live in this world. From the moment I entered the orphanage in
Gobe my heart was broken in to a million pieces. The most precious children with
absolutely nothing just laughing and smiling all competing for your attention, from
endless games of ring a rosy to blowing bubbles to just reading Aine and Barry those
days were filled with a happiness so intent on simplicity. The orphanage has the
ability to make and break you as a person, but with every tear that is shed there is an
abundance of giggles and smiles to see you through. I fell in love with every inch of
their being, from their strength to their warmth to their continuous generosity. I find
it extremely difficult to describe those extraordinary days in the orphanage but the
friendships and the happiness that lives on in my heart will support me everyday of
my life.
I honestly feel that these words that I have written can no way express the
magnitude of my love for the people of Ethiopia and the incredible friends who
shared this journey with me.
An amazing person whom I hold very close to my heart shared these words with
me; they achieve the words my heart can’t say!
‘Occasionally in life there are those moments of unutterable fulfilment which
cannot be completely explained by those symbols called words. Their
meanings can only be articulated by the inaudible language of the heart.’
MARTIN LUTHER KING
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Looking Back
By Marisa Ryan

Looking back on Africa, a slideshow of different images
filters through my mind. I feel emotions that prior to
Africa I didn’t know existed. The sounds and smells of a
country so mysterious yet familiar tingle my senses and
release a deep longing to be back there, immersed in a
culture which thrives on the warmth and generosity of its
people.
When asked to talk and write about Africa, I find it very
hard to articulate the experience I had as I believe that
each person involved in the projects found it very
personal. Essentially, the ‘Africa Experience’ for me is inextricably linked to the
people among whom we lived and worked. While I imagine everyone will mention
how amazing the Ethiopian people are, it can’t be over-emphasized. These are a
people who have literally nothing. They live in the most humble circumstances and
are plagued by harsh weather conditions that can encompass both drought and
flooding, are disease ridden and severely deprived in too many different spheres. Yet
these are a people who glow with affection, generosity and contentment. Their love
of life is evident in many different aspects of their culture, from their eagerness to
learn to their fantastic dancing and joyful music. They are slow to complain and
quick to comfort. I will never forget the two days I was sick in Africa. A steady
stream of our local
friends
came
to
console me and look
after me, when all I
had was a tummy bug
and often they, their
families and friends
were suffering from
severe ailments. The
students I taught cried
when they heard that I
was ill, yet many of
them have lost fathers,
mothers, sisters and
brothers to disease.
This is how deeply the
people we interacted
with appreciated and
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cared for us. My heart would literally swell as I walked over to the school every
morning and had multitudes of the ragged little scamps racing towards me screaming
‘MY-RISSA, MY-RISSA’ before they threw themselves on me for a never-ending
stream of hugs and kisses.
Adaba is a beautiful place. You are flanked by the majesty of mountains
shrouded in cloud and the scent of warm, wet earth. We saw lightning storms that
one would previously have encountered only in the cinema. Our living conditions
were basic but adequate, and while there are some things I wouldn’t get used to those
Goddamned toilets and the flies from hell, otherwise everything (despite my
mammoth amounts of bitching!) was brilliant.
All I can say to anyone considering participating in the Africa Projects is do it.
You will see and experience things that we in the privileged Western world could
never imagine. You will find another side to yourself that can only flourish when you
replace the superfluous luxury of life in Ireland with the bare necessities available in
Africa. You will experience such love, affection and gratitude that your perception of
the human condition will alter. I had the time of my life in Africa, and I yearn to go
back, so go and make the most of it, I promise you won’t regret it.
I would like to thank Tom for giving us the opportunity to go to Africa, and
despite being a massive pain in the ass at 7.00 am, being a good leader. A massive
thank you to everyone on my team for being the best possible companions, putting
up with me and enriching the experience even further. I’d like to thank my family
and my boyfriend Niall for being so supportive and finally all those who sponsored
me. I can assure you the money was well spent.
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Real Life
By Roisin Burke

On 23 June I undertook the trip of a lifetime by heading
off to Ethiopia. It was daunting to say the least as we were
saying goodbye to the luxuries of a developed country and
subjecting ourselves to rigours of third world living where
the price of life is cheap and comforts and conveniences
such as hot showers are still largely an unknown concept.
Arriving in Addis Ababa, (where we spent our first few
days in Ethiopia minus my rucksack, which had taken off
on a junket to Tel Aviv) was when the magnitude of what
I was after letting myself in for really hit as the reality of
the poverty of the country was inescapable and the differences between the third
world and developed world became blatantly obvious. Thankfully we were all soon
put at relative ease by the welcoming nature of the hospitable Ethiopians. This was a
recurring theme throughout our stay in Addis and Robe. I was overwhelmed by the
sheer generosity of the people we met. People went out of their way to accommodate
us and ensure that we enjoyed our time in the country. If Ireland is the country of the
cead mile fáilte, Ethiopia surely must be the country of the cead miliúin fáilte.
I worked primarily in the orphanage in Goba, which was about 15km from our
compound in Robe in the Bale Region of Ethiopia. The term orphanage is a blanket
term for home for the destitute, mentally and/or physically disabled, AIDS victims
etc. When I arrived there on my first day, my immediate thoughts were: how soon
can I leave as I couldn’t believe that people actually had to live in the orphanage as
there were physically handicapped children tied to toilets and mentally handicapped
women shackled. I saw two boys playing in the orphanage and was told they were
waiting for their mother to finish work and bring them home. I couldn’t comprehend
how terrible it must be to have to bring your children to a place like this while you
worked. By the end of the six weeks I was so jealous of the two boys: Johannes and
his brother because they got to stay and play in the orphanage while I had to go back
to my ‘real life’. The orphanage at first so intimidating became the place I wanted to
spend all my time, as the sheer love from the children and patients was infectious and
addictive. Personal space is a concept completely unheard of in the Goba Orphanage
but the closeness and spontaneous shows of affection that becomes second nature is
one of the things you really miss upon return to Ireland.
Four nuns from Mother Theresa’s order: Mission of Charity run the
orphanage/home. The Head Nun: Sister De Grassio was an inspiration as she was so
happy and positive despite the destitution that surrounded us. She encouraged us
and gave us free rein within the orphanage. That culminated in us helping distribute
food during a bi-monthly feeding programme she runs for over 1,000 poor people
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from the two towns
of Goba and Robe
and organising a
picnic/walk through
the countryside for
those patients that
were able to walk.
The picnic was for
me
the
best
experience of my
time there. When we
arrived at 1:30 to
bring
what
we
thought would be
twenty patients (in
reality probably 40)
we saw everybody
dressed to the nines
in their Sunday best.
The women were wearing high heels and the men were sporting blazers and sports
jackets just to go on our walk. I then finally and fully comprehended that it really is
the simple little things that make the difference out there. It was a surreal experience
for them to be treated like they were normal members of the community going off
for a walk through the fields, getting to enjoy a few hours reprieve from the tedium
of sitting in the orphanage all day and for some, getting to experience their first
bottle of Coca Cola. For the minimum of effort that it took to organise, the results
were so worthwhile and the memory of all of us trailing through the fields will live
with me forever. A local man called Mengistu (who was of incredible help to us) said
later even if we had just walked outside the gates of the orphanage and back in again
they would have been happy as some of the patients had never before left the
orphanage.
Working and living in Robe was one of the happiest times of my life as the job
satisfaction you get when interacting in the orphanage and in the afternoon classes in
the school in Robe is unparalleled. There is such a hunger for knowledge and a
genuine love among the youth that it makes you feel ashamed when you realise how
much we take for granted back home.
Before leaving to come back to Ireland we visited another orphanage in Addis run
by the Mission of Charity. This orphanage was an orphanage in the real sense of the
word as it housed over three hundred children with AIDS. This was by far one of the
toughest experiences I had, as I knew that every child in there had a 3-5 year life
expectancy. It seemed unbelievable that the little boys who were lined up in front of
me to screech out hymns for us firengie visitors had no future and there was nothing
anyone could do about it. That made me realise the huge problems relating to
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Ethiopia are not merely monetary or about development and infrastructure but that
this apparent incurable disease is wiping out huge swathes of the population.
However in the orphanage in Addis infectious Ethiopian smiles were everywhere on
the children and the love they showed towards us and each other made me realise
that thanks to the Sisters the precious little time they had was happy and filled with
love.
On returning to Ireland, it is scary how quickly you slip back into ‘real life’. Even
now, months later it still feels like I have left real life behind in Ethiopia as out there
life is simplified into survival and living from moment to moment, enjoying every
second of the life you have been granted, which, judging from the happiness and love
I experienced from Ethiopians seems to be a very good idea.
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Zig, Zag and the Lord of the Flies
Ciarde go Brách
By Seamus Ó Conghaile

Bhí aerphort Addis ar nós gnáth aerphort nuair a thuirling
muid-cupla craein tógala le féicéail í bhfad uainn-borradh
faoí chách-daoine ag deanamh a ngnó laethiúil ag tabhairt
lé tuiscint go raibh forbairt ar bun san áit. Ach!! cupla
noimead isteach faoin gcathair bhí athrú mór lé feiceáil.
Bochtannas, chuile áit. Bhí gasuir cosnochta, gioballacha
ag iarraidh déirce, gach áit a ndeachaigh muid. Iad bocht,
croilí agus stiúgtha leis an ocras. Bhí said ina gconaí i
mbotháin a bhí ag titim as a chéile. Ach in ainnéoin seo ar fad bhí flaithiúlacht agus
cáirdeas le bráith ón gcosmhuintir nuair a chuir said aithne ort. Bhí ard-mheas agus
buíochas acu orainn nuair a thuig said an fath a raibh muid ann, Chuir said fáilte
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romhain agus bhíodar mar chairde again ón gcéad noímead. Go deimhin thug said
thart muid ag na slad mharghaidh ag cuartu na mbargains’!. Ní raibh anseo ach
blaiseadh den cairdeas agus den cinealtas a bheadh romhainn amach.
Go lá mo bháis beidh cuimhne agam ar an gcéad lá a chaith muid san compound.
Cuireadh fiór fháilte romhainn. Bhí muid ar fad faoí scáth. Bhí na ceádta paíste ag
damhsa thart orainn ag bpógadh agus ag cur mile faílte romhain. Bhí na sceitiminí
ceánna ar na daoine fásta agus ba cairde muid ar fad taobh istigh de ám gear. Dé reír
mar a bhí an scoil á thógáil bhí na sceitiminí le braith go láidir. Bhí páistí agus daoine
fásta lé cheile ag tabhairt cúnamhsaor in aisce. Agus fos bhí said ag iarraidh orainn
teacht ag a dtithe le caife .
Beidh cuimhní cinn go deo agam ar an áit agus beidh ocaidí nach ndéanfaidh mé
dearmaid urtha go deo.Ach an rud is mó a fhanfhás í mo chuimhne ná na daoine
áitiúla lena n-éadan gealgaíreach Naduír an t-suáilcis lé feiceáil aglonradh ar a
n-éadain. Bhí ard spraoí again le chéile [muide a bhi le cheile ar an dtogra seo] Rinne
muid obair mhaith, d’oibrigh muid go cruá,dimir muid go crua, agus rinne muid ár
ngnó. Fairplay do chuile dhuine a bhí bainteach leas an dtogra agus thíocfhainn ar
ais ann maidin amárach dá bfhéadfainn.Céard faoin gcuid eile agaibh??
Admháil
Mile buíochas do chuile dhuine a thug tacaíocht dom, Máire Ní Mhainnín, Máire
agus Winnie Ní Mháille, Scoil Sailearna, Scoil Cholm Cille, Gaelscoil Dara, Colaiste
Mhuire Gaillimh, Udarás Na Gaeltachta, Comhair Creidmheasa Colm Cille,
Antaine agus Margo Ó Chonghaile, Peadar agus Baba Uí Mháille, mo mhuintir ar
fad agus gach duine a dhíol/a cheannaigh ticéid. Ba mhaith liom buíochas speisialta
do Br Tom a thug an deis seo dhom,beidh mé buíoch duit go brách.
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‘Leadership’
By Eamon Scully

This was my third Africa Project having already been to
Kenya and Ethiopia in earlier years. On this trip, once
again, Ethiopia was my destination, this time as leader of
the group. This made the trip much more challenging and
also brought a newness which was very welcome. With
three trips down much has been learned about the
projects;
• the whole project is geared towards the first time volunteer, what you experience
on your first trip you cannot hope to repeat on a second similar trip.
• a return journey therefore should involve something new, a new location or
perhaps a new role… hence group leader!
Looking after the Robe group was a real educator and really worthwhile. For six
weeks focus is the name of the game, trying not to take people or things for granted,
dealing with very different personalities, remembering you are in a country with a
hugely different culture from our own, where you are dealing with a different way of
thinking, a different way of getting things done, a different pace to life.
People management was a new experience, one worth learning, one which
changes constantly as each of us has our good moments and at times our not so good
moments. You learn that in decision making you won’t always do the right thing, but
once your intentions are honest you will reach some way towards your desired goal.
In hindsight (the great educator!) I wouldn’t change any decisions made but at the
same time if faced with similar situations in the future I would do some things
differently. Only hindsight can teach you these things.
For volunteers of the future, you have a fantastic opportunity to contribute to
and experience, for a short time, a different life. Any contribution no matter how
small you may feel it is, be it financial, physical, emotional, educational, medical,
musical, social etc. is a big contribution in this part of the world. It’s like the euro
when it comes to Africa – a little goes a long way. In addition and probably most
importantly you have the knowledge that you are an ambassador for not only
Ireland but for the Western world in general, a big responsibility.
Finally, to all of you readers who have added your hard earned finances in
support of the projects, I’d like to say that you can be well proud of the schools and
equipment which your contributions have constructed over the years. While
development takes place slowly, it does take place and it was a pleasure to see the
difference that the all the projects are making to the lives of the people in Africa.
Well done.
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Looking after one another still exists
By Anthony Hogan

It was a privilege and honour to help out in the orphanage
in Goba. In this case the word orphanage is a misnomer
and to put it in context the orphanage was in actual fact a
facility that catered for all classes of people with a variety
of mental and physical disabilities, psycharatic cases and
destitute families. I imagine that this ‘institution’
resembled a ‘work house’, something one would have
read about in Ireland in the 1850s.
The Missionaries of Charity sisters locally know as
Mother Teresa sisters ran the orphanage. Their primary
purpose was looking after the physical needs of the occupants, providing food and
shelter and basic medical care, their resources were very limited. Despite these
primitive conditions, there was a great sense of love and affection in the place. Each
morning when I crossed the threshold at the entrance gate I felt a great feeling of
well-being and self worth. There are not too many places I have been to, where a
gathering of smiling faces greet you each morning and who are only too willing to
engage you in conversation and enquire of your well-being, the feeling of love
permeates the place.
During our time at the orphanage we were engaged in a variety of activities such
as provided basic first aid, massage, music and dance, arts and crafts, reading
elementary English stories, playing football. The sisters gave us free reign to provide
any activities which we felt would be useful, we were only limited by our
imaginations.
The sisters at the orphanage were the personification of goodness and spirituality,
if I ever I had any doubts about their vocation for looking after the ‘poorest of the
poor’, these doubts were quickly cast aside when I witnessed the sisters in action.
There long term goals were to make the orphanage self sufficient with regard to
providing there own fruit and vegetables. While we were helping out in the
orphanage work was being completed on a new kindergarten building, which will
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cater for the orphans and local children. One of sisters primary objectives was to
create an environment where by the occupants would be stimulated both mentally
and physically by employing different forms of occupational therapy such as
working in the vegetable garden, making garments using semi-manual/manual
sowing machines. Adult occupants who received an orthodox education would be
encouraged to tutor those who wished to improve their education for example
improving their English reading and conversations skills.
One of the main highlights for me was the day when we brought the orphans on
a picnic. The children were dressed in their Sunday best despite the threatening
thunderstorms. The setting was absolutely fantastic by virtue of the fact that the
orphanage is located at the foothills of the third highest mountain in Ethiopia. If you
could imagine the setting, it was a cross between the outdoor scenes in the ‘Sound of
Music and the feeding of the ten thousand in the Greatest Story Ever Told. I can
proudly say that this was one of the happiest days in my life; it was great privilege
and pleasure to be there on that day.
Acknowlegements
I would like to thank all those people who supported me both for financial support
and works of encouragement.

That’s what made my heart…
By Maeve McGovern

Tumbling out of the jeep to the warm welcome, Ethiopian
music and smiling faces of our Adaba friends… that’s
what made my heart sing. Getting to know and appreciate
my fellow volunteers… that’s what made my heart glad.
Watching my grade two young students with their
shining faces race across the field in the morning as I
approached the school and brace myself as they’d hurl
their bodies against mine and place their small hands into
my own… that’s what made my heart fill with joy. Sensing
the real appetite, hunger and commitment of students of
all ages to learn and advance themselves… that’s what made my heart feel humble.
Being frustrated so often at the lack of my Amharic language and my inability to
communicate often, on any meaningful level… that’s what made my heart sigh.
Witnessing students struggling to write with the stub of a pen or sitting quietly, too
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embarrassed to say they had no paper or pen… that’s what made my heart ache.
Having the chance to listen to, and to share ideas, to discuss issues, hopes and
aspirations in the afternoon class with the older students, vis a vis their life in
Ethiopia… that’s what made my heart aware of the privilege I was being offered.
Receiving and exchanging so many daily greetings, involving shoulder jives, hugs
and abundant kisses… that’s what made my heart more human. Having daily
student hairdressers pull, weave and knit my locks into a myriad of hot cross bun
designs… that’s what made my heart smile inside and out.
Seeing pint-sized children responsibly carrying a tiny baby on their backs,
shepherding livestock all day long or transporting heavy jerry cans of water from the
river… that’s what made my heart wonder about childhood in Ethiopia, ‘lost’, or
perhaps simply spent differently.
Encountering dignified, resilient yet haggard grandparents, so many of them
caring for their grandchildren, as so many young parents have silently and tragically
fallen into the arms of the deadly HIV virus… that’s what made my heart heavy.
Experiencing the wonderful ant nest like colourful buzzing of the Saturday
market where everything from a humble small pyramid of potatoes, garlic, or carrots
to the fabulous coffee, spices, clothes and livestock were exchanged for a few birr…
that reminded my heart of the physical toil and huge effort that people need to
survive here. It also reminded me of the warmer social nature of buying, selling here
with no room for advertising or excess packaging.
Frequent walks to the river behind our house, absorbing the fragrance of the tall,
pencil like eucalyptus trees and observing the myriad of activities that are carried out
along the river’s edge, varying from women washing clothes, children collecting
water, men ploughing in the charcoal coloured soil with oxen, reminds my heart
about the physicality and intrinsic relationship and dependence between these people
and their surrounding natural landscape.
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Learning and enjoying the Ethiopian way of dancing in a communal, circular
pattern, while trying to get a handle on the interesting shoulder shudder/ripple
movement… that’s what made my heart more alive and full of laughter.
Being shown a man’s scars and bodily wounds, the relics of the awful war
between Eritrea and Ethiopia… reminds my heart of the recent painful struggle and
reality and futility of war.
Being constantly invited to different people’s homes to be received royally and
being treated to such open and genuine hospitality… that’s what made my heart
learn the importance welcoming the stranger/visitor and the importance of never
missing an opportunity to give, irrespective of circumstances.
Listening to the frustration of so many young, unemployed Ethiopians bursting
with potential and burning with desire to work, which would enable them to have a
chance to live a more dignified life and to better their families standard of living…
that’s what made my heart so aware of the injustice of their lot.
Walking through the beautiful Ethiopian landscape with the fabulous structural
cacti hedges to Bucha or to Hebbo made my heart aware of the natural beauty which
is part of this country’s heritage.
Visiting the orphanage in Robe was initially a shock to the system and one
questions how so many people, children and adults alike, can be abandoned. But it
quickly dawns on me the amount of love that such individuals generate and elicit
from the human heart. They have such an important role and place in helping us to
feel and understand what it means to be human.
Lying floating and moving through the hot natural springs in Wandagannet
reminds my heart of the joy and privilege of being alive. Running my hands over the
crumbling charred tree stumps which litter the rural landscape inform my heart
about the real issue of collecting fuel for the local people and the consequent, serious
problem of deforestation.
Over the last few weeks I have seen a people who have real physical and
economic needs which must be met in the future, however in spite of their daily
struggles they possess a spirit, a radiant soul and a set of human values more
valuable than gold. Yes, God gave us eyes to enable us to see, but thanks to my time
spent in Adaba these special people remind me that real seeing is something you do
with your heart.
Acknowlgements
I want to give a special thanks to Br Tom for his fabulous commitment, amazing
energy, huge heart and for giving us all such a special opportunity this Summer.
I want to thank the pupils and staff of St Peter’s in Passage West, Co Cork for
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Whitey on the Moon
By Eimear O’Gorman

As the fourth member of my family to take part in an
Ethiopian project, I had no excuse to be unprepared.
However, I’m sure the welcome that awaited us in Adaba
came as a great surprise to all of us (except maybe Brother
Tom, who is an established celebrity). We were met on our
doorstep, by a group of locals, singing and clapping in
celebration of our arrival.
Once our introductions were made and all the basic
questions answered (my age, where I come, my name, my
name, my name, my name?), I found myself faced with an
audience of curious faces, and at a complete loss for anything to say. During the
lengthy silence, some of the children took squeezes of my arm (it turns from white to
pink!). I was rescued by a girl of my own age, who spoke fluent English and began to
explain some things to me.
Already I realised that I’d need to use some resourcefulness to cross the language
barrier and merit all this attention. Fortunately there was such a willingness from
both sides to communicate that we managed to overcome difficulties. I learned the
important Amharic phrases, and when these failed, resorted to charades. One of the
benefits of travelling with a group is that we pick up things from each other, and I
am indebted to my fellow volunteers for their inspiration.
The Ethiopians are such a hospitable people – they apologised often when their
English failed them – despite the fact that we were the foreigners. They went out of
their way to accommodate us, to share their customs, performing coffee ceremonies
for us in their homes and demonstrating their traditional dance.
Walking around Adaba we were met always with the same mixture of curiosity
and friendliness. Questions came from every direction, and the answers sometimes
needed to be shouted across fields! Some of these were posed just to watch our
reactions. (Are you Michael Jackson?)
In the more westernised and well-off towns we visited, though white people were
not so uncommon, we were still treated with friendly interest, and I found people
were always delighted to converse. Ethiopians seemed to me very honest and without
cynicism. They wanted to discover things about Ireland and to hear our opinions on
their country.
There is an enormous respect for knowledge and for education. And both adults
and children alike take every opportunity to advance their learning. I was honoured
to take part in both school building and teaching projects. My students expressed
high ambitions to become scientists, doctors, lawyers and government officials.
Sadly, for most, a university degree is an unattainable expense, and many gifted
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young adults will resign
themselves dutifully to earning
for their family by taking up
manual labour. Some of the
children out herding cattle could
not have been more than eight
years old.
At the hot springs in Wanda
Genet we met families enjoying
a swim together and sitting on
the grass for picnics. These
really were the privileged few.
On my return to Adaba my
kindergartens wanted to know
how it was (news travels fast),
and I was saddened that they
can’t experience these pleasures.
Over time we struck up close
friendships with some of those
working alongside us. Our Ethiopian friends were extremely protective of us
wherever we ventured. I can’t imagine how difficult it would have been for us to find
our bearings in a place so strange to us, without their aid, escorting us and enduring
the stares of the gangs of followers we attracted.
These things – the inquisitiveness, the hospitality and gestures of kindness - make
up my memories of Ethiopia, and will remain after I’ve forgotten place names or
landmarks. I’m trying now to adopt some of the Ethiopian attitude to strangers in
my own country. After the welcome shown to us, it would be an insult not to.
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‘The Privilege’
By Niall Donohoe

Towards the end of our six-week stay with the people of
Robe and Goba the volunteers decided to take a group
from the orphanage where we worked on a afternoon
picnic. There were some worries that the weather may
prevent us from doing this (considering we were often
kept indoors in the afternoons by bouts of torrential rain).
Indeed, as we set out from Goba with the thirty or so
orphans, mentally disabled, physically disabled and
destitute people, the black clouds did seem to be looming
on the horizon. It was when we were about 2 minutes into
our trek that that Mingustu (our trusted guide, advisor and friend) told us that if we
were to turn and go straight back inside the orphanage, these people would have had
one of their best days in years. Some had never been able to go outside before.
I am describing this minor event to illustrate one of the few occasions in my time
in Ethiopia that I really felt like I was giving back to these people what I had gotten
from them. Working in the orphanage in Goba and teaching in the school in Robe
never really felt like charity work to me. Don’t get me wrong; every volunteer who
went on the Africa Projects does Trojan work, invaluable to the communities we
work with. But to be there always felt more like a privilege (it still seems odd to me
that people congratulate me for time there). I call it a privilege because, when trying
to help and teach these people, it really was me that learned the most. To see people
with nothing, often without the very basics of life-clothes, food etc., behave with the
dignity, bravery and love of life that the Ethiopians did is a truly humbling
experience. It is this amazing attitude to life that I will take home to Ireland with me.
Amesa Gnalo
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Diary
By Sandra Fay

What to tell, and how to tell it? Unless I bring you back to
where and when it all happened… well its day 6 of my
travel and so much has happened. Today has been by far
the most life changing experience I will ever have. If I
never do anything else with my life, my life on earth has
been fulfilled with what I experienced today.
Yesterday I had an awful tummy bug, which stopped me
going to work with the others, Rosin too. Rosin and
myself were both ill, pains, cramps and vomiting caused
by god knows what. Food, air, germs or playing with the
street kids, who knows? All I know is I was feeling extremely sorry for myself, until I
heard the cries of the others coming from the orphanage. I jumped out of the bed as
Dominica came running into the bedroom sobbing. She was heartbroken and angry
with herself for not being able to cope. I heard her stories of the disabled children
and some ‘well’ and maybe the place was harder for these children? The aids victims
isolated in the men’s quarter, just lying in their bed. I couldn’t comprehend what was
a head of me but one thing for sure my stomach pains paled into insignificance. Who
was I to feel sorry for myself?
There was mixed reactions amongst the group some where more and some were
less horrified, but even the men cried yesterday. To see growing men cry I knew
things had to be bad.
I arrived at the orphanage this morning. I was so apprehensive I asked to be eased
into it, that if it was possible could I work in the women’s quarter. I walked in and I
started shaking hands with the ‘normal’ children seeing the disabled all around it
was all happening so fast I didn’t know what was happening or what I was feeling.
The kids that could move were pounding on me, wanting to hug and kiss me. I
couldn’t refuse nor did I want to, but it was so scary. Some had snots and flies all
over their face pulling me closer. I just hugged them and it was hard and
heartbreaking. They had so much love and they wanted to share it with me. How
lucky am I, these are the most amazing children I am going to ever meet despite their
ailments.
They are not all children; they range from newborn to 66 (Alanzia) who is blind
with a small head. I tell you this because I found her hard to look at and speak to
because her eyes are extremely scary. Within two minutes of speaking to her she was
so endearing, funny, humourous and probably had the best English amongst them
all. She wound me and Garry something terrible, lovely lovely woman.
In the courtyard there was also children who lay on the mats, one was chained,
mostly orphans that couldn’t move. I made my way over to say hello, because one
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hello made them smile, the most unbelievable smiles. I looked down to them and I
started to heave, there were flies all over them. They were just lying there, eyes closed
and flies in their mouths, it broke my heart. I was trying to hush them way but it was
really making me ill. I held back my tears, who was I to cry, these children were the
ones going through the ordeal.
I’ve so much to tell, you would go up to one of these children and they’d smile
and jump on me like I was someone important. One of the handicapped children was
pulling me couldn’t get out of their cots. One of the children had no legs he couldn’t
walk. The sister and local Ethiopians were taking care of him and three other kids
still in their beds. There was so much love showed by the sisters and the helpers
towards the children. I took a shine to this small child, one tickle and she laughed
and laughed. She was a joy to be around as were all of them. Yet, I had my
overwhelming sense of sadness but that was my problem.
They had so little and were yet so grateful. I was so proud of myself. I ‘sang’ yes
me sing! God help them. I danced they loved that and behold yourself people; I have
some new Ethiopian moves to bring home. They really made me feel loved today. I
couldn’t have acted any more stupid; yet the more ridiculous I went on the more they
laughed. Today is the proudest day of my live and probably one of the best and the
hardest.
If I experience an ounce of the unconditional love they feel for each other, and
show each other I will be the happiest person alive. They will not eat unless they
have fed the unhealthiest child. I am talking 5 and 6 year olds feeding their ‘brothers
and sisters’ first. They will tell you they are all brothers and sisters.
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The adults were the same. We painted the children’s nails. Nail varnish has never
been so exciting. Everyone in the orphanage has luminous nails, adults and children
alike. They thanked and thanked me, but it is I who thank them for showing me
what real love strength and happiness is because I would not survive a day if I were
walking in their shoes. Yet, here the blind, the lame, the crippled, and the severely
disabled and handicapped all smile. How?
Wednesday 30th
Eoin and myself are on house duty for the day. Eoin bless him up since 6.30 have
breakfast on the go. I peeled myself out of the bed for five to seven: porridge, boiled
eggs and toast for the house. Mealtime is quite an adventure we far from starve. We
team up for the day and the meals are becoming fierce competitive.
There’s a few patience today. Poor Rosin is still sick, Dominica has hot and cold
sweats and Barry is down with the flu. So I deserted Eoin and went to the orphanage
instead of Dominica our patient. By lunch time there was home made minestrone
soup and Pistachio bread all round. It was obvious our patient was put hard to
work. Sorry Eoin your secret is out!!
My day at the orphanage made me realise you can achieve anything you put your
mind to. In the past this only had an academic meaning for me. ‘I’d study hard and
achieve the grades I’d put me mind to’ BIG SWING. Today I did things I never taught
I had the wear with all to do.
Sinead, Imelda, Gary, Niall, Tony and myself went into the orphanage. We said
some of us would cleanse the orphans, while the others would play and entertain the
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other orphans. We started in the men’s quarter as we anticipated this would be the
harder of the too. In the past I would have squirmed at a deformed face, and yet,
here we stood cleansing their faces genuinely caring for each one. Or hurrah no more
snotty faces to kiss. Maybe it was as much for us as it was for them.
I was only a learner today and by god I did myself proud, nothing compared to
some of the others but it was an outstanding achievement for me. Simple cleansing
turned into Red Cross on tour with Sinead and Imelda leading the pack. They’re like
born nurses.
The first aid kit was called upon when Sinead realised the old man couldn’t see as
they were badly infected and stuck together. When she finished cleaning out his eye,
he kneeled over and called her an angel. It was very emotional. The injured came
from everywhere with deeply infected cuts and wounds. Not the little scratches we’d
cry over. I went from assisting Sinead and Imelda to patching up my own patience.
You just find yourself naturally doing stuff that if you were at home you'd clean out
smelly toilets quicker than touch one of these wounds. Never in my life did I think I
had it in me, not in a million years. Here I am full of praise for myself, but there is
one patient that wouldn’t agree. Yes you and me Imelda the shame artists trying our
best to clean and dress a wound. It was horrific the worst so far. We’ll see what
damage we’ve done tomorrow?
The two pseudo nurses left the man and headed over to help the others who were
massaging the young boys who had severe cerebral palsy. These children were bed
bound. It has to be said given the severity of their conditions and the heavy workload
on the sisters we were expecting bed sores or sanitations problems. None were found
not a bed sore in sight. These children were extremely well looked after. Once again
their love and compassion shined through. Any child that was physically more able
than the next helped the other child in any way they could. Two of the children
wouldn’t allow Gary and Sinead to move them without causing pain. They sent
others off to get clean sheets and one of the older patience kept the children away so
that their ‘brothers’ could enjoy their message. These are children with disabilities of
their own.
This morning leaving the house it was suggested we’d message the limbs of the
children with cerebral palsy. I was selfishly thinking to myself I'd play with the other
kids and keep them entertained. When you’re there and in the moment something
just comes over you. When I watched Sinead and Gary massaging I wanted nothing
more than to be part of it. Imelda and myself joined in, and yes these children who
couldn’t get out of bed were smiling. They just keep on amazing me. I’m getting so
broody I want to adopt.
Oh yes how can I forget children and adults with no ailments queuing up for a
bandage or a dab of cream to heal their invisible wounds. They crave love and
attention and so they should they give so much of it so freely. Balloons were the team
of the day, they went crazy for them. We were mobbed, never again!!
And last but not least some poor child tried to breast feed off me! It gives a whole
new meaning to dying of starvation!!!! Bless her!
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Goba/Robe
By Joanne Cussen

The time I spent in Ethiopia was life changing. The
generosity and love shown by the children in both the
school in Robe and the orphanage in Goba was powerful
and influential. Materially they have so little, yet to me
they are luckier in many ways than we are here in Ireland.
The Missions of Charity Orphanage in Goba is run by the
Mother Teresa Sisters. The first day we arrived was a
revelation. The open, square compound was surrounded
by an area in which those who were physically or
mentally unable to take care of themselves spent their
days. It was only when we began painting their nails with varnish that I noticed how
caring they are of each other. Men and women alike wanted their nails polished. the
more vibrant the colour the better. One of the children, who spent his day in the
orphange while his father worked there, led me around to all the men who could not
attract my attention themselves and ensured that they all had their nails polished.
Their smiles of delight is unforgettable. I’ll never forget the two children, Buruke and
Joseph, with cerebal palsy who loved to be massaged. How their limbs softened and
became less restricted. The look in their eyes of real contentment while it was going
on.
By far the most memorable day I spent in Ethiopia was the day of the picnic. We
planned this with the help of the local helpers who worked in the orphange. It was
meant to be a surprise but of course the beans were spilled and the children
knowing in advance looked forward to it with anxious anticipation. We organised
the coca cola and the 7up, and the other treats. I was teaching in Robe that morning
and so we made our way to Goba afterwards. The children were ready and waiting
when we arrived. The biggest impact of our little venture was immediately evident in
their change of clothes. They were all dressed in their Sunday best. We walked
together in a stretch out group. Everyone holding hands with those who needed help,
others carrying our ‘supplies’. Some of the childred hadn’t been outside the
orphanage for a quite a while. We spent the day playing and laughing with the
children.
To be part of this whole experience was a privilege. I learned more from these
children than I could ever teach. The Ethiopian people have so little, yet they give so
much. It’s an experience I’ll never forget.
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Malleat Yamoat Canash Wongim No
Separation is the Smallest Brother of Death
By Emer McDonagh
There is an old saying in Ethiopia ‘Separation is the
smallest brother of death’. This conveys to me a real sense
of the Ethiopian people that I met during my stay there. In
six weeks they brought us into their lives, their
communities and their realities to such a level that when it
was time for us to leave our absence in their lives really
would be noticed and felt.
I now know that before going to Ethiopia I knew little
about the importance of interdependency in a persons life.
In our ‘developed’ world people push for independence
and struggle to be self sufficient, relying on others is seen
as a weakness. How wrong we are. The people I met in Ethiopia work together to
meet their challenges, their combined efforts not only make achievements more
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likely but unite people. They truly know they
aren’t alone in any situation they face. Their
interdependence can be seen on many levels
but what first conveyed it fully to me was a
coffee ceremony I attended. I was invited to
visit the house of a woman who worked on
site with us when I got there everything was
laid out and ready for my arrival, after the
minimum of three coffees had been drank I
began to leave as I had to return to site.
Before I left the coffee cups were given to her
eldest son and he ran off with them, thinking
no more about that I started to walk back to
the site. On my way back her eldest son met
me and told me I must go to his mothers
friends house, My replies of ‘Nega’
(Tomorrow) were ignored and I was led there
on arrival I was greeted like a long lost friend
even though I had never met any of the
people before. Once the coffee ceremony had
started I noticed that they were using the same coffee cups as had been used in the
previous house, they obviously had been lent from one house to another for use. This
really expressed how the community pull together combining their resources to
ensure that they all have an opportunity to share in their life chances.
I feel completely humbled by meeting so many wonderful people who were so
open and welcoming to me and the rest of the group. Their concern for us when
anyone was absent from site and their genuine happiness to see us each morning is
something that will live forever in my heart and my memory. The people I met while
in Ethiopia gave more to me than I could ever have imagined them being able or
willing to give, it was my own ignorance that underestimated these generous-hearted
people.Before going to Ethiopia I expected to feel some sort of resentment towards
us due to our better quality of life and our comparative wealth but at no stage did I
ever feel that from our arrival to our departure. If I were to give one piece of advice
to anyone intending to travel to Ethiopia it would be to try free yourself from any
presumptions or conceptions you may have of either Ethiopia or the Ethiopian
people before you go. Ethiopia sparkles through its amazing scenery and its even
more amazing people.
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